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The Body as Language. Body Art and Like Stories 

"There are cert11in tremendous moments in lift when II creature comes out 
of his corner and looks around, and it's _fi-ightening." 
Katherine Mansfield 

The body is being used as an arr language by an ever greater number of 
contemporary painrers and sculptors, and even though the phenomenon 
touches upon anises who represent different currents and tendencies, 
who use widely differing arr techniques, and who come from a variety of 
cultural and incelleccual backgrounds, certain characteristics of chis way 
of making arc are nonetheless to be found in all of its manifestations. le 
always involves, for example, a� of e_ersonal identity, a refosal to allow 
the sense of reality to invade and control the sphere of the emotions, and 
a romancic rebellion against dependence upon both people and things. 
Tenderness is always che goal aimed for and missed and therefore sur
rounded by frustration. And this is always accompanied by the anguish 
char derives from che absence of an "adnlc" and altruistic form of love. 
Ac 1he basis of Body An and of all of the other operations presenced in 
this book, one can discover che unsatisfied need for a love chat extends it
self without limit in cime-che need to be loved for what one is and for 
what one wants co be-the need for a kind of love that confers unlimit
ed righcs-the need for-whac i�called primmy love. This is what gives 
this art its dimension of inevitable delusion and failure. This unobcained 
love is what transforms itself inco the aggressivity that is typical of all of 
these actions, events, photo-sequences and performances. It is also redi
rected to other versions of the self, and the self is doubled, camouflaged, 
and idealized. It is turned into the love of the romance of the self. This 
avid need for love becomes narcissism in che fetus that we continue to 
be, but to be loved in this way is the only power that might once again 
give sense to the lives of so many of us. 
If the word "arr" can still legiti.marely be used, the arc of the artists pre
sented in this book is the arr of the bourgeois inrellecruals who struggle 
constantly against the bourgeoisie and who are attempting to separate 
what is from what has ceased to be, in order once again to be able to use 
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it to recreate a culrure. It's the same old opposition to rhe capitalistic 
co-opt of all the forms of art production and rhis helps to explain why 
so many of the actions are full of Nierzsche, Expressionism, and Exis
tentialism. 
The individual is obsessed by rhe obligation to act as a funcrion of"rhe 
other," obsessed by rhc obligation to exhibit himself in order co be able 
to be. The over-riding desire is ro live collective ethos and pathos, ro grasp 
che exi.stem in all of its brural physicality, ro communicate something 
char has been previously felt bur thar is lived in rhe very moment of 
communication, ro return ro the origins wichour leaving the present, ro 
lead the individual ro relarionship with both himself and others, ro lead 
rhe individual, in short, back ro his specific mode of exjstence (Beuys, 
Tom Marioni, Chiari, Zaza). 
The accent is placed on nature, the desire ro go beyond the values of cur
rent morality, organjc phenomena (which a.re considered primary), acci
dent, innocence, and rhe spontaneity ro which our behavior and our 
customs must return in order ro be able ro step back away from the arti
ficial conventions of society. All of this is an attempt to eliminate cul
ture-which is ro say the whole nexus of cultivated ways of living. the 
concept of encyclopedism as opposed ro the concept of consciousness, 
the collective formation of social groups within institutions that define 
and condition them, crystallization as opposed to evolution. 
The individual is placed ar the center of a continuous process that is car
ried ahead with persistences and repetitions, and with che hardheaded
ness of insisting upon a sensational event as well as an exasperating 
analysis of all the possibilities of every moment of every function of everv 
part of che body-with all che activism of incessant movement and e;
perimentation and an enormous expense of energy. In ninety per cent of 
the cases, the artists we are talkjng about are persons full of apprehen
sion, bur they are also extremely acute observers who are inreresred in 
new forms of cognition and who go about their business with arrenrion 
and vigilance (Tagliaferro, Vaccari, Bugli, Fabio Mauri, Fried, Dan Gra
ham). Like Arraud, rhey want an intimate acquaintance wirh all of che 
possibilities of self-knowledge char can seem from rhe body and rhe in
vestigation of che body. The body is stripped bare in an extreme attempt 
co acquire the right to a rebirrh back into rhe world. Mosr of the rime, 
the experiences we are dealing with are aurhentic, and they are conse
quently cruel and painful. Those who are in pain will tell you that thty 
have the right to be taken serious!;: 
These artists do not "take a long look at life," and their forms of expres
sion arc nor genteel. They make no a priori exclusions and in mosr of 
chem suffering is nor transformed into mysticism. This is particularly 
rrue when they arc involved in the invesrigarion of our infirmities and 
rhe monstrous organization of rhe real. Ir's a question of facing up co 
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death through l ife, rummaging around in rhe under and seamy sides of 
l ife, bringing ro lighr rhe secret and rhe hidden. Only by experimenting a 
lircle ar a rime wirh dearh does one come ro understand a licrle bir more 
abour l ife-only by showing rhe precariousness of everything chat we are 
accustomed ro call normal (Fried, Trorca, Ruppersberg). Instead of giving 
us a sro1y and a character, rhese artists become both srory and character. 
They are looking for rhe human being who isn'r casrraced by che func
tionalism of sociecy-rhe man who lives outside of che laws of profit. 
Whar's important is nor ro know, bur ro know char one knows. This is a 
srare in which culture is no longer of any conceivable use. Once che pro
ducrive forces of che unconscious have been liberated, what follows is a 
continuous and hysterical dramatization of  rhe conflicts between desire 
and defense, license and proh ibition, latent and manifest content, mem
ory and resistance, castration and self-conservation, l ife impulses and 
death impulses, voyeurism and exhibition, impulses towards sadism and 
masochistic pleasure, destrucrive Fantasy and cathartic fantasy. If we were 
interesred i n  looking For analogies in psychopathology, we could find 
rhem in rhe inremperances of neurolabilicy, in hysterical crises (emotion
al reactions char lack proportion ro their external causes), in abandon
ment neuroses, in inhibi tions with respect ro adul t  development, in  
auroerotism, in  obsessive manias, in aspirations ro omnipotence, in oral 
avid icy, in sadistic allusivicy. I f  we were interested in relations ro perver
sion, we could talk about fetishism, transvestism, voyeurism, kleptoma
nia, paidophilia, necroph ilia, sadomasochism, rupophobia, scarophagia. 
A search for psychotic symptoms would lead our attention ro che aspects 
of the work connected ro dissociation, melancholy, delirium, depres
sion, and persecution manias. Bur chis procedure would lack commit
ment. The use of a terminology borrowed from psychopathology is in
capable of leading ro an understanding of the appeal of this reductio ad 
abs111dum that many of the artists now considered avant-garde are in tent 
upon practicing, and practicing at their own risk. 
"In rhe cou rse of rhe last few decades," according ro Ernst Kris in 1 952,  
"the kind of knowledge that psychoanalysis h:is brought co bear upon 
artistic creation has become a pan of arr itself. Some of the anises of our 
r ime make habirual use of free association as a technique chat leads to 
creative thought or even as an independent means of expression. Some 
of the Surrealists have given their work the cask of documenting the 
process of creation itself, thus rendering explicit what had previously re
mained implicit. We speak of these circu mstances s ince they indicate a 
reversal of fu nctions. Psychoanalysis and its discoveries act as a social 
force upon an and the artists." 
This book is based upon the work of artists who have been exclusively 
concerned with their own bodies for years (Acconci, Gina Pane, Ben, 
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Li.ithi, Rebecca Horn, Rainer, Gilbert & George, Rinke, the Viennese 
group, Jou rniac, Ontani, Desiato) as well as upon the work of artists 
who have made use of their bodies sporadically or episodically, but, 
nonetheless, deal with something repressed char subsequently returns to 
rhe surface of experience with all of rhe narcissism that surrounds it 
Uob, Yayoi Kusama, Ruppersberg). I have also included mime and 
dance with Joan Jonas and Trisha Brown since they seem to subtract the 
body from rhe laws of gravity and project it into complex sequences in 
which equilibrium is constantly upset and re-established. Thus chis 
book is also representative of nearly all of rhe artists who have worked 
with their bodjes but who cannot be reduced ro rhe label of Body Art 
since their primary interests are fundamentally cognitive (Beuys, Mau
ri, Serra, La Rocca, Berardinone, Baldessari, Mariani, Urban, Pacella, 
Calzolari, Arnarr, Bugli, Penone). 
The story behind all of this is a very old one, and even if one wants to 
limit oneself to references that fall within this century, rhe very least one 
must ralk about is German Expressionism, Dadaism, Surrealism, and Ar
taud's T heater of Cruelty. (One should also have a glance at the photos of 
Egon Schiele, at Duchamp's ways of curring and arranging his hair, and, 
a bir closer in rime, ar some of che actions of Piero Manzoni and Yves 
Klein. In cercajn respects, precedents are even to be found in the cultivat
ed "cabaret" of Hidalgo and Marcherci of the ZAJ Group.) Bur the cur
rent use of the body in art is more rhan a revival of Expressionism. It is a 
:ritical process even though it is frequently inspired by an aesrhericizing 

nostalgia for real relationships of which one has now become incapable. 
These phenomena must also be seen as so many documents of a sryle of 
living chat also remains outside of arr. 
There is a history- of manners in which the ways of making art crop up, 
regress, disappear, revive and diffuse themselves as a function of social sit
uations. It's clear, of course, that judgements and definitions are full of 
prejudices and imprecis ions, bur "symptomatology is always one of the 
problems of arr" (Gil les Deleuze) and what interests us here is rhe possi
bility of raking a look ar some of the syndromes and symptoms of a phe
nomenon char has been slowly expanding in rhe course of rhe last ren 
years, and as we do so we must try to grasp some of rhe principles char 
differentiate cl1e various phenomena. 
Narcissus protests (and clrns finds gratification) through rhe agency of 
himsel( The feeling of the "diary" becomes (once again?) fu ndamental: 
r.hc souvenir, the search for the impression lose and protected in memory, 
me reconstruction of rhe span of rime in which certain events to be re
evoked actually cook place, me association between image as stimulus 
and image as reaction. Tape recorders, movie cameras, photos, mcasurc
mcnr.s and graphs drawn on maps arc the means that arc used in order co 
freeze any number of tiny private episodes. And thus the artist becomes 
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Marcel Duchamp 
as Rose Selavy, 

in a photograph 
by Man Ray. 
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been reworked 
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thin; the hat 

belonged to 

Germaine Everley, 

Picabia"s lover. 

1921 (Courtesy 

Arturo Schwarz) 
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Yves Klein, 

Le peintre de 

respace se jette 

dans le vide, 1 960 

his object. This is to say that he posits himself as object since he is con
scious of the process in which he is involved. What emerges is an appeal to asceticism, a form of worldly mysticism, 
and a kind of negative theology. The attitude of ritualism gives further 
strength to a search for relationship between aesthetic activity and regres
sive pleasure. The discomfort of unrequi ted desire, the hazard implicit in 
our precarious existence, and the continuous tension that is experienced 
when faced with the prospects of hypotheses that may never become re
alizable are all understood to be quotidian si tuations that lead inevitably 
to a srate of anguish for the being-in-the-world, and l ikewise to the pain 
chat results from the impossibility of finding a real relationship with it. 
This, then, is what gives rise to the catastrophe reaction and the protection 
delirium. "\Vich respect co the bodies of ochers as well as with respect co 
� own I have no way of knowing the human body other than by livin ;l it-which means co as�ume respons1offirylor the drama chat flows 
through me and to merge my identity into ir." (Maurice Merleau-Ponty) . Thus, the significant terms of chis art are the things chat are outside of us, 
our bodies, what happens inside of us and what happens to us. Objects 
have the cask of being the proof chat others are either together with us or 
not, and chis is commun icated to us by the physiognomy of objects. The 
relationship between the artist and the other is a question of being close 
to or distant from objects. We observe che recuperation of the love object 
(which is always, finally, an elaboration of the original maternal image 
chat we have lose) and we also observe the refurbishment of chis image in 
the external world as a kind of compensation for the charges of affect ive 
energy chat have remained deluded within us. -
Oiie's own l ife, the proofs of one's own existence, and che entire sphere of .__ everything "private" are used as repertory material. Anything and every
r.hing can be pressed into service: any action from any moment of any 
day, photographs of oneself, or x-rays, or medical test graphs, one's own 
voice, all of the possible relationships one can have with one's excrement I 
or one's genitals, reconstructions of one's past or the theatrical presenta- / 
tion of one's dreams, the inventory of the events o! family history, �• 

��s, mime and acrobacy, blows and wounds_i The body is a part of 
every perception. Ir is the immediate past in so far as it still emerges in the 
present char flees away from it. This means that it is ac one and the same 
rime a point of view and a point of departure-a poim of view and a 
point of departure char I am and that I also go beyond as I move off to
wards what I muse become." Uean-Paul Sartre). Some of che artists acti
vate a displacement, an inversion, or a censure through amhropological 
citations or oneiric invencions; ochers bring forth paradoxical and terrify
ing narrations; still others give themselves over to the elaboration of their 
personal myths and cum their attention to infantile shocks and adolescent 
transfers. We end up wich che individual who is nothing more than an in-
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dividual. Homo is neither jirber, nor ludens, nor snpiens. He is s imply a 
man without the myth, without morality, apologue, or allegory; he is on
ly a man full of the fear of uninterrupted banality, full of dam ning affec
tions and disaffections. He lives with h is acts of piety and obsceni ty, with 
his red and impure intestines, with his taste for decadence and expiation. 
In the same way that many small children use their excrements as a tool 
for affirming themselves in the eyes of the adults around them, many of 
the artists involved in Body Arc and performances also exalt the excreto
ry functions and the uses and abuses of all of the body's orifices. Obses
sive neuroses a.re no longer renounced nor is coprophilia censured; 
everything chat derives from anal eroticism is accepted and put ro use. 
And chis is not as if ro say "homo mm, humnni nihiL a me nfienum puto. " 
Ir is rather an alarming documentation of a pernicious autism and of :i 

frenzied and sadistic self-satisfaction nor only wirh respect t0 the arrisr in 
performance but also t0 the spectator-true and proper neoplasms of 
sadomasochistic perversion. 
The fear of death is also a part of our "phylogenetic heredity." And anx
iety is a particular state of discomfort that arises as a response ro rhe dan
ger of loss. Bur it  is also true that whenever a desire for somethi ng is re
pressed, the libido attached co it is transformed into anx.iety and rhar 
anxiety is connected ro waiting. Anxiety robs the individual of self-a -
suredness, and his bei11g with the others takes place in a dimension of false 
hope. Repressed instincts are the dangers that menace the condition or 
civil ized man. It is thus necessary ro demolish rhe conventions of decen
cy that support the great lie, necessary to destroy the artificial screen that 
separates the public from r.he private. Every latrine is a drawing room, 
every drawing room a latrine. The distinction between sublime and vul
gar no longer makes sense . We are hidden beneath our opposite. 
Those who manifest hostility to these operations cannot at any rare 
avoid being deeply impressed by what they condemn. The repulsion 
they feel is proof of their having been profoundly disturbed. To reject 
these forms of expression is to feel their attraction, ro feel the fascination 
of the "show" and the impulse to con.fess. The spectator is forced ro repeat 
psychic experiences that he has already lived through in the past, to re
activate old conAicrs. The projections char he is instinctually incapable 
of not performing render him at one and the same time the victim and 
rhe performer of whar is happening in front of his eyes. His neuroses 
charge the "scenes" with an 11dditio1111l meaning and another importance 
char are rhus superimposed upon the events that the anises have already 
subjected to metamorphosis. 
"You may call all of us accomplices with respect to something that dam
ages us internally and that we experience as dramatic . . .  I underline the 
fact that what I am now doing is something deadly. I live myself as some
thing fragmented, destroyed and desecrated. Your panicipacion 111 my 
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on her Phallic Sofa, 

1962 
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exh ib i tion of th is dismemberment creates the magical moment i n  
which, in  reality, I ask you to put m e  back together again . le i s  possibly 
your looking at me and your participation in this death that is within 
me that may perhaps bring me back again to l i fe. I have the impression 
of the existence of chis invocation, of chis subcle hope which represents 
che need for che reconstruction of the ego. One l ives the dismember
ment of the ego just as one presents i t ."  (Diego Napolicani). 
As we have already seen, many of che artists we are talking about treat 
their own body as a love object, attribute i t  egocentric and egotistical 
fu nctions, use i t  as a cul t object in every quotidian event, and thus re
propose the archetypal situation of the collective psychological condi
tion: Love-hate, and 11ggressio11-recornpens11tion. (One attacks the love ob
ject but preserves it or takes custody of its remains.) 
The story is reified and rendered anthropomorphic and chus the artist 
is able co discla im h is aggress iviry and co reprove not h imself, bur  
rather someth ing else, the object of h is aggressivity and the object of 
h i s  affect ion ,  i . e . h is  body (Gianni  Pisan i ,  V i to  Acco nci ,  C ion i  
Carpi ,  Baruchello, Pacus) . The ego is thus reassured. Everything has been covered up and denied. 
And reparation has surely not eliminated the impulse to start al.I over 
again. We are dealing with compulsive repetitions of acts of reparation 
and, according co Melanie Klein, the psychoanalyst, the success of repa
ration brings about the prevalence of impulses co l ife over the impulses co 
death. "Among che bodies of this nature rhar is reduced co what belongs to 
nu:, I discover my own body. I r  can be distinguished from all ocher bod
ies because of bur a single parcjcular: i r is the only body char is nor simply 
a body, bur also my body. Ir is rhe only body rhar exists inside of absrrac
rion and char I have chiselled inro the world in wh.ich, in accordance with 
experience, I co-ordinate fields of sensation in various ways. le is che only 
body chat is immediately ac my service, just as its organs are ar my ser
vice." (Edmund Husserl). 
"We have bur rwo a.lcernacives left," wrote de Sade, "either the crime rhac 
will make us happy or the noose chat will put an end co our unhappi
ness." Among chose who practice forms of aggression upon borh them
selves and ochers, Oreo Muehl, Rudolf Schwartkogler, Hermann Nicsch, 
and Giinrer Brus from Vienna have chosen more chan any of rhe others 
co live in a space of permanent scand,J. They apply a kjnd of inversion of 
roles and idencify themselves wirh the aggressors. This coo is a defense 
mechanism. In from of an exrerna.l danger, these artists assume the func
tion of the aggressor; they borh imirate his function and assume his sym
bols. The victim becomes the hangman, che tortured becomes che corrur
er. An eye for an eye and a tooth for a coorh. The offender is to suffer the 
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ordeal of the same injury that he inflicred upon the offended. All of che 
impulses cowards desrrucrion are allowed co run free. True and proper 
rires of conraminacion are performed, meaning either a desire for infi
nire conraminacion or rhe power of a violence char is always ro be in
rerpreced as a means for breaking apart and decomposing the normal
ity of rhe persona in which rhe individual is hypocrirically forced ro 
recognize h imself. The analogies berween obsessive ceremonials and 
culr pracrices are evidenr. As psychoanalysis has amply demonsrrared, 
the obsession neuroses are rhe pathological equivalenr of religious rit
ual. "Neurosis is a private religion, and religion is a un iversal obses
sional neurosis." 
Much of rhis an also includes a ferocious misogyny, and this is espe
cially so in rhose scarological actions where the ingesrion of urine, fe
ces and other producrs of eliminarion srands as a symbol for an envy of 
the womb and funcrions as a kind of exorcism of rhe terror of openly 
competing with the female genitals. This amounrs to true and proper 
gynophobia. An inrerest in this kind of ricual also depends upon a 
diminution of rhe capacity to distinguish berween what is real and 
what is unreal. These ritual actions seem absurd to anyone whose sense 
of reality is integral. Their horror, thus, musr be sufficiently fascinat
ing arid brutal to break apart what they suffocate-in this case the in
fOlerable tensions that exist within the self and that are therefore at
lributed 10 ochers. The massacres of recently past and still presenr wars 
and rhe wave of destruction char always announces still ocher rragedies 
to come are brought closer ro a public without memory, and thus rhe 
public is denied rhe illusion of simply sedate madness. 
Can rhe individual recognize himself and assume his own identity in 
evil? In evil as risk, as violence upon ochers or upon oneself; in evil as 
dissipation, in wounding oneself, mutilating oneself, kil l ing oneself? 
The need to search out painful and humiliating situations, rhe mime 
of performing justice upon oneself, the compulsion to self-punish
ment that can even go ro rhe limit of suicide, and rhe self-mutilation 
of the alienated individual are nothing more than the most absurd and 
terrifying examples. This need to externalize or rid oneself of some
thing can go to rhe most horrendous forms of sacrifice and is the prin 
ciple of a mechanism chat can have no ocher end than death. 
The situations presented almost always exhale a stink and exude pan
ic. Bur "blood and death do nor signify decadence; mud is no pil low.'' 
(Raymond Queneau). Thus, the Austrians present an overwhelming 
satire of a wearing anguish char assumes the form of a Totemchau. And 
there is also a residue of "superman ism" inherited from late Romanti
cism and Symbolism. One may also suspect that the emphasis on rhe 
desecratory conceals a pretence of anarchism. Moreover, the pretence of 
denouncing rhe heritage of crimes and suffering that oppresses humanity 
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and of crearing a carharsis rhar will permit che birch of homo 110vw may 
be nothing more than rhe most conspicuous aspect of a secret pleasure to 
be found in che re-enacting of the exrrcme forms of cynicism. 

The uninhibited exhibition of rheir physical and psychic weaknesses is 
the only road rhar can permit many of the artists to make some sort of 
inrervention upon their lives. Gina Pane, for example, always presents 
situations chat are connected to antecedents or memories which a.re sym
bolically re-evoked in each of her pieces. Thus she m;tnages ro liberate 
herself from charges of repressed affection in a manner so clamorous as 
to come close to rhe edges of the pathologicJ. The degree of excitation 
achieved 11nally reaches trauma. She presents situations of such great 
emotional discharge char you wonder if she is liberating herself from the 
weight of rhe traumatic event or trying to bring it back to l ife so as better 
to be able co hold onto ir. Frequently her themes have ro do wirh filling 
up some unsupportable emptiness-an emptiness char is also a kind of 
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mourning for a lost love-object. For Gina Pane, ir's a quest.ion of a love 
char is no longer understood as a solution chac compensates existence, but 
rather as a kind of collision, a laceration, and a transcendence-it is love 
as an interpersonal and incersexual relationship, boch selective and elec
tive, love as che desi.re to vanquish death, love as union and reconjunction 
of the self and che ocher. Love, as Sartre wrote, is "the desire to place one
self outside of the entire system of values chat has been created by ochers, 
rhe necessary condition for any and all new valorizations . . .  I am no 
longer permeated wich finirude, nor is my being any longer immobilized 
in simply what I nm . . .  The possession of che transcendence of che ocher 
and, in any case, as a body." The body-and especially so in Gina Pane's 
representations-is che cause of sensations. Ir is more than an instrument 
of action: it contributes to the life of consciousness and memory in a psy
cho-physical parallelism of processes that assume meaning and relief on
ly when they are connected. 
Ac chis point, what is required of the spectator is an ace of intelligence. If 
we find the work resistant or repulsive, there is obviously still some di
aphragm to be broken before being able ro come ro complete under
standing. The public is asked for an act of the will that involves an inter
est that is not simply aesthetic. If we so desire, we stand within che mag
ic circle. In accordance with che ability of the arrist, we can enter into the 
game, give ourselves without reserve, and penetrate rogether into a differ
ent dimension where the I of the anise becomes another, turns itself into 
phenomenon and specracle, gives itself entirely to its interlocutor, and 
thus realizes its objective in precisely chis manner of beingfor the others. 

The representation of the theme of bisexuality and thus the simultane
ous presence of contrasting tendencies, anicudes, affective goals and 
impulses is likewise frequently an attempt to keep a distance from re
pressed traumatic experiences that continue to make their presence felt 
in our lives. One holds chem at bay or even exorcizes chem thanks ro 
the pleasure of reproducing the variants of the experience of conquer
ing them. All of chis becomes a means for a narration about us, which 
is directed at us and also at the others, who must participate in the same 
experience in order co enter into contact with us. As we know, there is 
a certain level of anatomic hermaphroditism to be found in all of us; 
bur for most of us the dominant sex has repressed che psychic represen
tation of the vanquished one. 
"The transvestite is che man or the woman who utilizes che toilettes char 
are nor cradicionaJly allowed co their sex. le is nor so much che question
ing of the masking or concealment of a man or a woman as rather a 
question of a human being who transcends the limits of his own body 
and becomes what he desires co be and not what his society would force 
him to be." (One might remember de Sade's Juliet, who wants co be 
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married rwice in one day, first dressed as a woman, and then dressed as a 
man.) Transvestism is not a misu nderstanding-it is.forbidden in the so
ciety i n  which we live and rhe destruction of this barrier is important. 
Having broken the wall of silence and circumspection and having indi
viduated an only tenuous convention that separates the confines of the 
roles, several of the artists (U.ith i, Castel l i ,  Sieverding, Messager) place 
the accent upon the comparison and the confusion of man and woman, 
mascu l ine and femin ine . They in vert the somatic characterist ics, 
grotesquely accentuating appearances of bisexuality, and inventing ficti
tious personalities, and thus create a crisis i n  the crystallization of sexual 
roles. In any case, however, there remains the difficulty of accepting the 
combinations chat simulate or char are idernity. (Here the individual 
searches only for himself but in a guise chat permits che lie.) 
As was said shortly above, the desire is co create a crisis in roles. Urs U.ichi, 
for example, is truly extraordinary in bringing co the surface the most 
hidden vibrations of the unconscious of ochers. He gives himself co our 
gaze with extreme seduccivity of dress and attitude and, thanks as well to 
a subtle telepathic current, he succeeds in creating a kind of emotional 
contamination with in the spectator who thus becomes either a willing or 
unwilling partner and collaborator capable of closing che circuit and re
turning the same interchangeable perception. No one is better chan Li.ichi 
in the use of the spell of the androgyne; he sexualizes and desexual izes 
both himself and the ochers in precisely the same way and always through 
the means of an intent attention chat strikes ouc directly towards the 
doubts and desires chat have been hidden from consciousness. 
Among che various forms of adaptation being dealt with, we have seen 
chat the regressive (Vercor Pisani, Marciacci, Nespolo) prevail upon the 
progressive. "A hero is a man who does what he can." (Romain Rolland). 
There are also some who aspire to the apathy of the Cynics and the Sto
ics, or rather to the virtue of a total indifference to all external stimuli. 
They seem to maintain an impassive acceptance of pain (but, in reality, 
that would be possible only for those who have no knowledge of real suf
fering.) 
Among the most romantic exponents are two Englishmen, Gilbert and 
George; they emphasize the nonsense and also che values of sencimenr. 
They create an exquisite tableau vivant that is enclosed within a soft 
reverie woven out of intimate actions that concede very little co the pri
Vflte. Their awareness of reality certainly implies no adaptation to reality 
(unless we consider their public "performances" a kind of reciprocal rela
tionship between organism and environment); their awareness of reality is rather a question of flight, elusion and fabling. Gilbert and George do 
anything and everything to eliminate the difference between what consti
tutes their l ife and what constitutes their an. And their tenacity in this di-
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recrion brings chem close ro heroism. As satirical marionettes on rhe 
border between rhe human and the unhuman, they pretend an igno
rance of their condition as relics only ro be able bener ro combat ir. 
Saul Bellow wrote, "The greatest success is to survive." Ir's rhe fact of 
having succumbed in front of the challenge from the very outset
and chis is their principal rheme-rhar gives their work a coloration 
of drama. Their material could belong co a cabaret reperroi re, which 
is ro say char ir  could easily seem to be of fairly low srarus wirh respect 
ro uculcivared" arr, bur they subject it ro a treatment whose intentions 
belong ro the strategies of the avant-garde. Their clownish sadness 
unifies traces of Chaplin with exquisite moments from Beckett, chus 
reflecting rhe precarious and obsrinace condition of being human. 

The forms of mime are quire numerous, and one of rhe most frequent 
is che disrorrion of umaking faces" (Rainer, Masi, Nauman, Nespolo, 
sometimes even Samaras). The idea is ro use deformation so as to be 
able ro approach nor realiry, bur truth. The grimace is an archaic 
apocropaic ace that has the purpose of repelling and eliminating 
malefic forces or of establishing control over them. The pare of rhe 
body through which to express the neurotic conversion is chosen, and 
thus one particular part of the body has the privilege of giving sym
bolic evidence of the unconscious conflict. 
Parody functions as anathema and diminishes the value of content at 
he same rime in which it modifies form. "The psychic energy saved 

oy these operations must be considered a saving in repression-a sav
ing char derives from a liberation of aggressiviry." (Ernst Kris). 
These forms of behavior serve for the development of sys rems of de
fense. The ego falsifies itself in order to avoid an experience thar 
would otherwise be too painful, and thus i t  protects itself. This too is 
a merhod for achieving a cerrain satisfaction since the identity of the 
artist takes refuge in illusion, in the mask Uonas, Vettor Pisani, etc.). 
Ir's the desperation of those who search for fulfillment outside of 
themselves, for those whose only object and only end is themselves. 
Through a series of transfers and projective identifications, the artisrs 
assimilate aspects of others. The stratagem can be successful: the per
sonality d ifferentiates itself by means of investments made in external 
subjects (Journiac, Ciam, Ontani). Introjection, incorporation, and 
internal conservation are also prototypes of identification; in these 
cases mental process is lived as a somatic operation (Terry Fox, Op
penheim). 
There is also a kind of comfort (or even self-complacency) in the con
trol of specular identification-which is to say in one's motorial co
ordination in a mirror (Samaras, Jonas, De Freitas, Trotta, Orth). 
Narcissus projects himself outside in order to be able to love what is 
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inside of h i msel f. The search for another self is the search for a part
ner, and vice versa. One is alone, and not only alone, bu t  also sepa
rate; one diss imulates s imulation (Nagasawa, Dan Graham).  It's not a 
question of coral negation of real iry nor of confused romancing of re
a l i ry, nor of hallucinations or delirium. Projection expels an in ternal 
menace that has been created by the pressure of an intolerable im
pulse; it is thus transformed in to an external menace that can be more 
easily handled. The artists shift their  problem from the subject co the 
object, or fro m the inside to the outside; qual i ties or fee l ings that they 
do not wam to recognize as their own are projected away from the 
ego and sicuated elsewhere in other things or  other people. 
The consensus of the spectator is essential if the artist is to find "con
firmation" in h is work. The work is the artist, and h is narcissism is no 
longer invested in an art object but allowed to explode within his own 
body. The relationship between the individual and the external world 
is cominuously discurbed; every single st imulus upsets our equil ibri 
um,  but  all of us have mechanisms chat  can re-establish i t  and that 
contribute to self-preservation. 
One of the major functions of the art  i l lusion is the protect ive one. As 
Kris puts it, "The extension of psychoanalytic awareness has opened 
the road to a better understanding of the notion and functioning of 
catharsis. \Xie can no longer be content with the idea that rep ressed 
emorions lose their  ascendancy upon psychic l i fe once they have 
found an outlet . I t  seems more reasonable ro believe that Aristotle's 
phenomenon of purification al lows the self to re-establ ish a control 
that has been endangered by censured instinctual needs. The search 
for outlets serves to assure or re-establish chis control and che pleasure 
in so doing is thus double. On the one hand it derives from a dis
charge of energy, and on che ocher from che face chat che reinforce
ment of control has been in face accomplished. The maintenance of 
che aesthetic illusion allows us the security to which we aspire and i c  
l ikewise guarantees freedom from the sense of gui le, since the fan
tasies co which we are giving our :mention are not our own . All of th is 
favors che growth of feel ings chat we would hesitate in other circum
stances ro allow ourselves: in ocher c ircumstances they would lead us 
back co our personal conflicts. We are also al lowed an i n tensity of re
action chat many individuals would be hard put  co allow themselves 
without che proceccion of che aesthetic situation. We know that i n  
many cases · this reluctance i s  due co che pressures o f  education that 
tend under certain cultural conditions co devaluate che expression of 
intense emotion and co allow i t  co exist only if it is ordered within 
schemes and institutions. And art is precisely such a socially approved 
occasion for in tense emotional react ion . "  
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The anise's arcempc ro function in a different or 11lten111tive manner is an 
expression of the desire co eliminate the habitual position of prestige that 
his role comports. Ir is also an attempt co clear the field of interperson
al re.larions from rhe forms of alienation that arr and culrure continual
ly produce and that contribute ro render relationships frustrating and 
non-emancipatory. The objective is ro eliminate aesthetic specificity 
and cultural deprivation. Competitiviry, descructiviry and rhe guilt feel
ings that accompany them are exasperated by the civilization of au
tomation. Thus the enjoyment of something tragically coral or absolute 
along with what might be called rhe nostalgia for a prenatal simarion 
(to be found transferred into rhe relationship between anise and public) 
eliminates or distances the suspicion that the goals of chis kind of com
munication are obscured or secretive. The public is needed co complete 
rhe event; it must be involved in a collective experience that leads it ro 
reconsider ics quotidian existence and the rules of its ordinary behavior. 
Thar is enough about the norms of passive contemplation: now rhe 
public is co serve as a sounding box. The relationship between public 
and arrisr becomes a relationship of complicicy. The anise offers his 
hand to che spectator and che success of the operation depends upon 
how and how much the spectator is willing co accept it. The gesture of 
the anise who makes the proposition acquires significance only if his 
actions are mer by an ace of recognition on the part of the spectator. The 
artist needs to feel that che others are receptive to him, that rhey are 
.villing to play the game of accepting his provocations and that chey 
will give him back his "projections." le is indispensable that che public 
co-operate with him, since what he needs is co be confirmed in his iden
tity. The behavior of the spectator is a gratification for che artist just as 
the behavior of the artist is a gratification for the spectator. When che 
public allows itself co be used, the anise has found an "other" who is 
willing to give him reassurance in the fantasy or ucopianizing world chat 
he is attempting to make visible, and the experiment works the other 
way round as well. Bue sometimes the situation becomes a question of 
"anything goes" and we end up with reciprocal deception. This is due to 
the face chat the spectator is a masochist desirous of being punished. 
(The function of punishment would be to eliminate feelings of guilt in 
order co allow the possibility for a successive moment of pleasure.) And 
thus we approach a kind of aesthetic terrorism which is based upon a 
vigorous opposition co the phenomena of elitist and consumer art. 

Bue it is legitimate co ask a question. This manner of populating the re
aJ world with the spectres that haunt us, this conversion of neurotic 
and psychotic formations into surrogate cultural activities, these repre
sentations that aim less at the need of awareness than at the awareness 
of need . . .  to what extent can all this create a space in which human be-
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ings will be able co meet with each other for the formulation of a com
prehensive and all-inclusive form of communication? To what extent is 
chis anri-art capable of becoming a real possibility for the transformation 
of the very language of art? In which way does it establish a true climate 
of empathy chat allows the transmission of apperceptions so as in rum to 
prevent emotional participation from becoming an end in itself, thus 
permitting it to become an instrument for political struggle? In The Ob
scene Dimension, Peter Gorsen analyzes the ideological content of amoral 
rebellion and the revolutionary or pseudo-revolutionary meaning of at
tacks upon constituted morality, and he asks himself "if chis aggressive 
subculrure can be considered a form of alternative culture or if it doesn't 
in face remain a prisoner of repressive society, nothing more than a con
tradiction in a sort of repressive tolerance char renders us all equal in a neu
rotic un-freedom." Two poles remain. On rhe one hand there are opposi
tion (even iflived dramatically) and transgression (the totality of one's be
ing, which is the being of a divided subject, is placed imo question) char 
do nor go past rhe state of paranoia, char do nor connect the past co the 
future, and thus move away from authentic possibilities of communitari
an significance. On the ocher hand there is rhe possibil ity char rhe flow of 
revolutionary schizoid impulses could cause a great deal more chan a 
simple confusion of superficial structures. 

The purpose of chis essay is clear, evident and openly declared. I should 
like once again to underline it. 
Ir has no intention of being a final caregorizacion-rhac would in any 
case be dreadfully premature. Ir hopes, on the contrary, to be a possible 
path to follow; it desires to derive inferences and to offer  hypotheses. 
Rather than judgements, it presents nothing more than notes and con
siderations so chat the reader may more easily approach the theme of 
the use of the body as an arr language. 
I have formulated a series of ideas in order to develop possible readings 
for the operations that have been collected together here. Most of the 
anises have prepared texts to accompany their works and many of 
them can help to give even greater clarification to the symptomatology 
of the arguments that have been touched upon. The artists' declara
tions and notes to the works constitute the parameters in relation to 
which my "diagnoses" muse be seen as conflicting or coincident. And 
in any case they seem to me to furnish a firm guide for chose who de
sire co make use of a certain group of concepts not only in the light of 
the things co which they refer, bur also in the light of the way in which 
the references are made. 

Lea vergine, 1974 
Translation by Henry Martin 
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I vito acconci 

Air Time, 1 973 

Two imerseccing areas: the "field" of the gallery and che "point" 
of an enclosure, off co che side. 
The gallery space is a floating space: it's nearly empty, no images co 
focus on: che corners are resting places, listening places: "radios," white 
boxes containing cape loops in my voice: the sound comes from one 
box ac a time, skips and winds across che space. 
These are programs: prerecorded messages addressed by me co you, 
the passer-by-or storages, places to keep my voice for myself, places 
,vhere I can steady myself, build myself up. 
Scenarios: ways to define your position, keep you here-ways to widen 
the space, break through it, send you out of it. This is my voice from 
the past: this is in the back of my mind while I 'm elsewhere, now, 
in the "recording studio," on the spot. 
Tape excerpts: " . . .  on the air, in the air . . .  a field, the air is clear, 
you're walking in a fidd, you can see for miles along the hill, down the 
valley . . .  you can slide down the hill, the long soft grass moves under 
you in your direction, aiding your slide, your slide out of this space . . .  
chc plot shifts, snag in the plot, as one of them moves his leg forward, 
I can chink of him ready co trip me, I have co sneak around in order 
co gee to her . . .  you can be sitting there, as she might have been, 
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as if creating difficulties for me, making concradiccory demands 
on me, as she mighr have done . . . " 
I 'm off co che side, enclosed in a small closet space: a red light blinks 
on the door: recording studio: I 'm "on the air": you, the passer-by, 
can survey me, keep an eye on me, by means of a television sec outside, 
in che gallery space. This is a place where I can isolate myself, 
in order co deal with an obsession, in order co cue myself off the 
fantasies and inceraccional possibil ities on cape-or a place where 
I can pin down an obsession that can generate the fantasies outside. 
I'm sining here, looking inco a mirror, not co see myself but co see 
myself in relation co a specific person I've been involved with for an 
extended time: I look at the mirror as if she's in here with me, as if 
I 'm looking at her, as if I'm talking co her through the crowd: recreate 
incidents we've been through together: see myself the way she's seen 
me, hear myself the way she's heard me . You, the passer-by, have co 
be there, oucside, so you can certify my position: once you've seen 
how I've been with her, I won't be able co deny it, I'll have co come 
co terms with it, I'l l have co leave her-I might be able, then, to get 
myself off the spot, join into the fantasies, the open field, where 
I've already sent you. 
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giovanni  anselmo 

Getting into the Work, 1 97 1  

Phorograph caken wirh a rimer. 
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keith arnatt 

Bm11111sic Ejjorr. 1 973 
le is a record of (physical) work 
done in order 10 arrive ar 1he 

artwork which is the nine 

photographs-it is not a record 

of rhe artwork but a record of the 

effort employed in making the 

artwork. 
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john baldessari 

Easel Paiming, 1 972-73 
Each finger on one of my hands is alternately stuck in yellow, 
then green, dry pigment. First it was fun, second it is a painting 
and a comment on painting. 
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gia nfranco baruchelfo 

?erforce, 1 968 
The flesh of children, 1he bodies 
of children, children in the rirual 
mechanics of sacrifice. The ring
a-ring o' roses of che tiny bird 
disappears in a blaze of napalm. 
The negro floats motionless; 
nothing comes from death buc 
dca1h. The perverse melancholy 
of nothingness is still being sung 
here; the blame for carastrophe 
is still being shared; each time 
different holocausts are offered to 
corporeicy; power is romantically 
exorcized. Bur there are ocher 
borders. And conscience won't 
wait for rhe intellectual, who 
does not know how ro rum class 
hatred against rhe class ro which 
he belongs. 1 write rhis roday 
as I am revising Pe,force. 
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ben vautier 

Declaration, 1 973 
I ,  Ben, consider chat Body An is interesting only insofar as it brings 
about a fundamental innovation and does nor represent a series 
of tricks reflecting Marcel Duchamp's idea that "everything is arr." 
This fundamental innovation appears when Body Art is involved 
in rhe transformation of the artist and his subjectivity. 
IN ORDER TO CHANGE ART ONE MUST CHANGE MAN. 
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ben vautier 

Declaration, 1 973 
I, Ben, consider that Body Arc is interesting only insofar as ic brings 
about a fundamental innovation and does not represent a series 
of cricks reflecting Marcel Duchamp's idea chat "everything is arc." 
This fundamental innovation appears when Body Arr is involved 
in the transformation of the anise and his subjectivity. 
IN ORDER TO CHANGE ART ONE MUST CHANGE MAN. 
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valentina berardinone 

Sequences .from film "Urbana," 1973 
The H1111d as Phmommon-lmage 
In the general context of my work the use of film, and in chis, the use 
of che body (i.e. the hands), have a particular place. The basic theme 
of my anistic research is the happening--or what has happened. 

By this I mean the recording of a modification co the given order, 
the attempt co make evident the dynamic ambiguity of the passage 
from a state of order co a state of disorder, which in its turn presents 
itself as an apparent order: the process can go on ad infinitum. 

The use of film is inevitably involved in this theme of the "happening." 

I have chosen the hand as a recurrent basic element in my films, chat is, 
a phenomenon-image which, in its historicity, could be a link between 

myself and the external world. That is why the hand is seen mainly as 
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gesture; it is not, as far as I am concerned, a morphologic element 
rediscovered as a place of shelter or as an intim iscic simacion, 
but as a projection of creativity omside myself. 
The hand neurotically cleans che windowpane, it springs from under 
a step and reaches coward the light, i t  writes on a sheet of paper, 
it erases some writing, it is clenched, it  throws a scone. These actions 
involve motions which are happenings and knowledge at the same rime; 
the hand-the terminal pare of the body, the one intended 
for contact with the things chat surround us-makes gestures 
which synthesize the event (the hand itself being an event), mrning 
itself into the protagonist and the catalyzer, becoming therefore 
a permanent reference point for every act of verification. 
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joseph beuys 

Arena, 1 970 
Who knows how far I would have gone if I had been intelligent! 
Arena can be considered Beuys' autobiographic work. le encompasses 
all the images of the most significant drawings and objects made by 
the artist during his first creative phase, bur above all those which 
refer to his performances from the beginning of the sixties onward. 
Arena, rhe space of the tragedy in which the artist-hero presents 
himself, is an open work, a work in progress; Beuys intends to update 
it year by year for the rest of his life. 
Ar present, che work is composed of I 00 panels in aluminum 
and a sculpture in beeswax and copper. Each panel is 1 1 4 x 82 cm 
and contains, protected by chick place glass, one or more photographs 
created with Beuys' favorite marerials-thac is, wax, margarine, red 
or gray pigment, acid, sulphur, and so on. The sculpture, placed 
in the center of the work, consists of two piles of wax and copper slabs, 
and a plastic container filled with lubricating oil. The sculpture is 
the fulcrum of Arena, the symbol of a primary source of vital energy. 
In June 1 972, at the Modern Art Agency in Naples, Beuys did a 
performance with Arena. For almost three hours, lying on the floor 
of the gallery, with a plant (whose alchemic name is VITEX AGNUS 
CASTUS) tied on his head, Beuys passed his right hand smeared with 
oil over the slabs of copper (the conductor), until his body vibrated 
with energy like a body charged with electric current. 
As he frequently repeats, " I  am a transmitter, I emit!" 
{Lucio Amelio far Be11ys) 
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marcel broodthaers 

London, November 1 5th, 1973 
Dear Madam, 
I don't know how co contribute co the book you are preparing. 
What I have done so far presents itself under a peculiarly baroque 
form. Every object (paintings, films and statements) places itself 
in different series which are not simply opposed co each other. 
T hese series try to follow and sometimes co precede rhe various artistic 
fashions of rhe last ten years. Arr consrirures a platform on which 
I occupy a place, having rhe feeling I have nothing co say. (le would 
be a real pity if this proved co be wrong. Some of my strongly 
committed friends wane co convince me of chis.) However, here is 
the reproduction of a detail of a small painting I purchased in a curio 
shop which is located in the heart of that new Montmartre which 
the 6th arrondissemenc has become. T his painting is the subject 
of a film and a book which will very shortly come out. 
My best regards, 

Marcel B roodthaers 

N.B. I would be grateful if you didn't publish my biography, nor 
bibliography, or my age or even my place of residence; please limit my 
contribution co a double page according to the enclosed instructions. 
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tr isha b rown 

Group Primary Accumrdation, 1 973 
. . .  In the pasc five years I have been associated with the construction 
of mammoth props and technical systems that enable human beings 
co walk on walls, walk down a seven-story building or appear 
co be free falling or suspended in neutral space-works in which 
che main preoccupations are anti-gravity and ordinary movement 
appearing in extraordinary circumstances. 
My current work-Accumulation-is a solo performance concerned 
solely with movements-no props, no music. The structure of the 
piece is rigid, che movement predetermined. Repetition has the effect 
of blurring che image, much as a word repeated over and over again 
loses its original meaning-ocean becoming notion, ere. 
The performance is a live process of keeping vigil over the integrity 
of each gesture. 
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gunter brus 

Ana, 1 964 

A movable feasc. .. 
A happy, pleasant, languid life . . .  
The water is flowing. A duck is swimming on the water. 
The so-called undertow swirls around. Aquatic birds glide by quickly. 
Far off, a pebble drops into the water: another undertow. 
The sk')' is full of stars. The bespectacled ones are looking up. 
Some think that the celestial bodies are dragged by arr. 
A double paragraph indicates Jupiter's bottom. 
Strange, someone is lying over there, someone rums, he scratches 
himself because he is itchy. A beautiful piece of horizon, 
if one looks around. 
Splintered night eyeglasses. Light penetrates inside them. 
In front of the first zone 
the one near rhe first man 
is singing in the second row 
a song for vagabonds 
and this melody sounds 
like the "consecration of reality." 
What evidence! What a start for the artists who find themselves 
in front of the door which is opening! And an anonymous participant 
in the feast, in a dignified manner, arrests his neighbor: 
a chain reaction! 
{You didn't happen to hear about "little bodies"? . . .  ) 
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enrico bugli 

The Search for the Ideal, 1 972-73 
Objea to be acted upon: 54 wooden boards shaped by hand, tied with 
a 3 mm nylon cord, of unfinished fir, 20 x 220 x 1.8 cm; the length 
of che mounted object is 12 m, composed of rwo sections of 6 m each. 

Use of object: rwo people undress chemselves and place the object 
in various positions interacting wich it, as che camera repeats the 
images of the performance on a 150 x 120 cm screen, placed 230 cm 
from the ground, co underline the taucology and the changes in their 
behavior, provoked and caused by the object. 

The object is a pretext for stimulating behaviors which are completely 
different from what may be predicted from the spectator, who is an 
indispensable element in chis true poetic monument to the useless. 
In this, although we can expect a natural pendular morion between 
cynicism and sincerity, we cannot exclude a point of transition where, 
as a marter of fact, the individual can try to force his own audience 
to judge him according to the fixed image of his so-called wickedness, 
which the object corroborates by constantly insinuating that the 
effectiveness of the interpretation proposed (see: tautology) 
is somehow illusory. 
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Besides, there is the old question of deception, which here becomes 
a suspicion of violent negation of the roles . The (physical) coercion 
is such, chat once involved in the action, one becomes an actor, of 
necessity, offered co the sadism of the author. "Professions, for which 
the audience has a solid respect, often allow trespassing in to cynicism, 
sometimes not to deceive their own audience (their statements can 
never be taken as valid ones), bur because they can use this cynicism 
as a means to isolate the most int imate part of themselves from contact 
with the spectators." The latter are, in any case, misled by the double 
image, which comes as a commentary aside, but which ends up by 
being the only representative element-that is, a sadistic one. 
The performance The Search for the Ideal lasts twenty minutes 
and is projected on a screen two meters high; in the dark behind the 
screen, two nude figures repeat the action of the film; the soundtrack 
by Caruso and me is obtained with two tape recorders which are 
placed in two corners at one hand of the room and run 
simultaneously. 
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pierpaolo calzolari 

Action, 1 972 

. . .  as for the explanatory text for my action, I am sorry, 
but it is not my habit co accompany my work with texts. 
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cioni carpi 

I do nor believe ir is possible ro raJk about jusc one or rwo of my films 
(even if I omjc a whole period, from 1960 ro 1 965, of experimencal 
films) without also speakjng of ochers which are their premise, or 
clement of continuity. And particularly I would like ro mencion chree 
films (Dog, Rat, Puzzle) of 3 ro 4 minuces each, whose frames cannoc 
be reproduced ocher than by projection, since rhe visually recogn izable 
pan of these films, which lases a few seconds, is rhe key ro their 
inrerpretacion, char is, rhe element of shock whjch muse ace on 
rhe body of rhe speccacor. So, I will start precisely wich chese non
reproducible films in which the recognizable sequences presenc 
siruac.ions of violence (with a meaning of bullying) chat goes from 
rhe kind of violence wruch srill leaves a margin for srruggle, co coral 
violence. In each of chese three films the recognizable sequence is 
preceded and followed by about rwo minures of imageless projecr.ion. 
Ir is inevitable char during the fim part of �zero� projection the 
speccacors' behavior will ,·a.,y from inilividual co inru,;duaJ: fi-om 
expectation, co boredom, co agicac.ion, co irritation, co a hypnoric srare., 
co chinking about one's own affairs, co hatred coward the artist, and 
so on. To sum up, this pan of non-happening should help co detach 
spectacors from the reality surrounding chem, co free them from 
ddined conrars, co make them available fur any possibility. Bue fi-om 
rhe very moment when these different inner anirudes recompose 
rhemseh-es thanks ro the short recognizable sequence, the specrarors · 
bduvior should change by conforming to a common model through 
cognici,-e processes (curiosiry, attention, reflection, ei:c.), since the 
l"CCffl-cd information of ,-iolence "-ill be scored and elaborared by the 
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specracors according ro homogeneous modes and quanrirics, 
and rhe visual happening will be rransformed inro political awareness. 
Therefore, during the second pare of imageless projection the 
specracors will have all rhe rime rhey need co reflect, perhaps even upon 
the impossibility of eluding rhe existenrial obligation-rather rhan the 
narure of rhe existenrial problem-and che danger of evading objective 
reality, which today seems co be merely a question of violence. 
And rhese are truly active palimpsests. 

Egg One Egg Zero, 1 972 
From a hole in rhe ground I unearth the last egg, I drink it, 
I carefully bury its remains again. A situation of non-hope: 
"ro hope for something" muse be replaced by "to fight for something" 
(hope, as we know, is the last and the worst sin in Pandora's box). 

Two Fut One Foot U11dergro1111d, 1 972 
I dig a hole one foot deep and I bucy my feet in it, I sit down 
and I stop moving. An admission of impotence, of incapacity, 
of insufficiency (but the admission is in itself awareness) . 
After rhe film was shor, 1he fact of h;wing une-.mhed my feet, 
although wirh a cerrain effort, w;,s already a seep in the right direction. 
The� film!i have no so11ndtr-.1Ck, since.- sound must be taken for granted 
(� wind, ere.), orhcrwise it would �c.-comc an arbitrary and strongly 
conditioning element, cimc:tly as thl" "silcncl"" is in the three films 
dcscribed ar 1hc heginnin�. 
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giuseppe chiari 

Concert far Woman, 1 968 
Gestures on the Piano, I 972 
I have written pieces for rhe human body such as Concert far Woman 
( 1968) and Doing Something with Ones Body and the Wall ( 1 966) . 
In rhe first one, rhe main pan consists of soft, extremely varied noises 
which can be obtained by blowing into a woman's hair. In the second 
one, any variation whatsoever is right; as long as noises are produced 
by bearing one's body against the wall. 
However, I want to make it clear chat as far as I am concerned the 
body is a thing like anything else. I have written pieces for the woman, 
bur also for the bicycle, for the necklace, for the rape-recorder, for 
the TV set, for the ciry, for a sheet of paper, for a stone, for anything 
whatsoever. Perhaps the piece in which the human body has the 
most important function is Gestures on the Piano. By starting with 
rhe hypothesis char the keyboard of a piano is a long white strip, 
char man does nor know rhe existence of the keys, char man though 
is aware char whatever gesture he makes, rhe keyboard will return 
it as a noise having the same expression, I proposed a whole 
technique of gestures. 
And, in effect, during the years chat I performed chis piece, my hands, 
arms, shoulders, and face, had an opporcuniry co liberate themselves. 
The same effect was experienced by ocher performers like Frederic 
Rzewski, Giancarlo Cardini,  Jean Charles Frani;:ois . . .  
Perhaps chis was a piece o f  gestures . . .  a piece fo r  hands, arms, 
face, shoulders . . .  and the p iano underlined only these gestures . . .  
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Woman, 1968 
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Gestures on tne Piano, 

1972 
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giorgio c iam 

Attempt to Enrich Ciam '.s Personality, 1 972 
Sixteen canvases: one has the photographic reproduction of my face, 
the ocher fifteen, on which my image has been printed, reproduce 
a series of expressive faces for me: Fontana, Duchamp, Pistoletto, 
a rypical murderer, etc. Roughly speaking, my intervention consisted 
in removing those parts of my face which were not common to 
the selected individual. The only constants are the eyes and the chin 
with the scar, around which the drawing/painting operation defined 
itself. l used color and pencil to obtain the images that interested me. 
The canvases must be viewed in succession and not separately, in order 
co establish a continuous comparison with the unit of measure. 
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jo le de freitas 

"Introvert I penetrate 
extrovert I penetrate 
fear I do not penetrate " 
Six photographic sequences, 1 973 

Using photography as a means of expression interests me inasmuch 
as ir allows me to record the climate of my mental state. My body 
was photographed by myself; if another person had operated the 
camera the resulting image would not be chat on which I alone muse 
intervene at a given moment.  Anybody else's perception would 
completely change the psychological meaning of the situation. I still 
need an incense release of feelings and I mean to record more than to 
document, through a planned image, certain moments which are part 
of an intimistic research, to reach a better understanding of myself. 
Such an aim was always present in all my prior activities: first with 
dance through corporeal expression, then with group analysis through 
verbal expression and presently by means of recording my image 
in particular psychic states. 
The work I am presenting here, however, does not only involve the 
recording of what I call a psychic release, because the resulting images 
are supported by a rational organization which refers to the dialectics 
of language, as it appears from the contrast between images and words. 
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giuseppe desiato 

Riu no. I, 1964-65 
I was born in Naples in 1 935 of an unknown father and Clementina 
Desiato. I became a painter because I did not want to become a tailor. 
My mother married a man who had four children when I was 
five years old. 
My mother died a short time ago at the Cardarelli Hospital in Naples. 
I wanted co do something for her so that she would die later, 
since she was still young and because she had a curable sickness 
(elevated azotemia). During the preceding years, she used to tell 
me things about her life and I learned not who my father was 
-I never met him-but how he died (if in fact he did die). 
My mother was the daughter of a parish priest (San Marco La Catola 
in the province of Foggia). After a few years, they sent her to the 
Buon Pastore of Naples, an orphanage for priests' and nuns' children. 
When she was 1 8  they found a job for her as a nurse in a hospital that 
looked after children of unknown fathers, in Forcella, Naples area, 
which was-and still is-the biggest center of smuggling in Europe. 
In that place my mother conceived me, though I still do not know 
whether with a tobacconist, a grocer or a doctor from the ward 
where she worked. 
I only know that she was an intelligent woman finding herself in that 
situation only because of the system in which she lived. 
The meaning of my work is not separate from the sum of problems 
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and experiences lived first by my mother and then by myself. I chink 
chat these situations are determined by che contradictions of the system 
in which we live. It is useless to cry to construct only with reference 
co the future: it is important to take che past into account as well, 
and construct for the future through che past and the present. 
My works have-and ic can't be otherwise-meanings and feelings 
linking chem co matters of lived and handed-down life. Personal 
and individual possibilities aside, it is always che force of logic and 
the weakness of contradictions in a system which decide and produce, 
in part, certain behaviors. 
If an artist chooses to reduce or shorten the course of the path, without 
caking into account the rules of the system or even the progressive logic 
toward revolution, he does nothing but destroy the truth and reality 
which muse be produced, lived and absorbed. 
le is useless to improvise schemes and formulas in order co invent 
a new path. One must follow the course that I and others followed 
in order to go beyond the one of our predecessors. 
The problem is certainly political. I quoted the facts related to 
myself because through chem certain reasons and modes of artistic 
praxis can be shown. 
I have never been able co have one-man shows because no one 
ever wanted to, or could show my things. I have only participated 
in group shows. 
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alain d'hooghe 

Art I Garbage, 1 970-73 
Shooting: first part, in Liege in April 1 970, at the Galerie du Croissant 
d'or-sccond part, near Wavre in September during che period 
of a livdy campaign to protest against the city's expansion. 
In fact, a bulldozer driver said to me: " It's useless, the population 
has finally won its cause, the city has decided to build a garbage 
incinerator." 
Should we now analyze the intentions which led me to make a film 
three years ago? I arrive at the gallery with this old movie camera. 
I t's a child's game. We'll shoot a film. No screenplay. Nothing. 
We ask people on the street, "Would you please drop off this 
garbage at the gallery, while . . .  " Their indolence revolts us. 
A heap of bricks, a construction they don't dare blow up. The 
camera is running through our veins. A dog has shitted in the gallery. 
The smdl of eyes popping out of heads. We are ready to roll on 
the ground while vomiting absolute words. In a word: NOTHING. 
No screenplay, nothing. 
Only then the camera starts shooting. 
Like a profound initiation. The body shouts, twists, falters, explodes. 
But life goes on. Far from art, no doubt, but it's life that counts. 
We hang some garbage out of the windows, old underpants, chairs. 
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Em pry botrles i nstead of the laundry. Space is in  a state of chaos. 
One hears the grinding of teeth, regurgitating manure chat's stirring 
and warming up, asphyxiating but nonetheless virginal, the flashing 
images of an epoch which is passing from the liquid to the solid state. 
The spirit forms a rind and cheese is nor absent from art. Camembert, 
brie, bleu . . .  skull bones growing moldy invade everything. There's no 
arc ac chis moment. There's only life. There's a phallus breaching in 
the air. Perhaps there's the idea of Heliogabalus who's about to arrive. 
The phallus feels heavy above the cescicles. Arc is a big temptation. 
Or rather poetry. One makes love badly and is happy there is arc in 
order to complete his ejaculation, in the absolute sense. Then one day, 
a woman and I, making love-but we don't care any longer, our 
bodies clutched and rolled up, dismay in the depths of our eyes. The 
camera like a cold black dagger chat gives us the shivers . . .  lc's a jump 
into a car for initiates (about whom we'll speak lacer) , a car that 
darkens space, che latter seems to have been struck by a brain rumor. 
In the slippery night, where frogs are vomited . . .  it's the embarking of 
a woman still quite naked, a camera-priapus, a length of film, the brain 
of a spectral man who is shivering. We must shoot a film. lc's no use 
insisting. All have understood that everything started in the places 
where we are shooting. Nothing was foreseen. 
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terry fox 

;•ield, 1 973 

I am sending 8 phorographs from my latest work, at the University 
Art Museum, Berkeley. This was a C\Vo-month exhibition (September 
4-0crober 2 1 )  that involved C\vo rooms. I enclose a drawing of 
the floor plan of this space, with my actions indicated. This exhibition 
and the actions were based on my investigations inro the labyrinth 
at Chanres. I made a model of the large space in my studio and 
photographed small objects in it through a magnifying glass, including 
an eyetooth and an apple, a plaster model of the labyrinth at Chartres, 
a tube of bread and a vial of blood. These photographs were blown up  
to 2 by 3 feet and 22 of them were placed close together completely 
around the smaller room (B). A blackboard with a drawing of the 
curtain in the larger room was placed on its back in the small room 
and the objects used in the photographs were on this blackboard (A) 
corresponding to the actions to follow in the large room. T his is the 
first room the visitor saw and served to slow him down and place his 
emotional state and critical facilities at the service of the larger room, 
in that the actions to occur there were very slow and trancelike and 
analogous to the labyrinth. The visitor left this room and walked 
through four 50 foot rubes of blood, urine, milk and water (C) to 
the large room. Here I had constructed a 1 2  foot high curtain out 
of translucent muslin (D); chis curtain was 40 feet long and completely 
covered this room, which had a solid wall of windows (G). T he curtain 
was in the shape of a body and had a cul-de-sac at one end and a 
passage, through glass doors (E), to the balcony outside (F) where 
the viewer could watch the action in the sealed space (H) which 
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he could nor enter. ft was in rhis hermetically sealed space 
char I made my actions together with my twin brother, Larry Fox, 
who photographed everything. 
The action cook 3 days: 4 hours rhe first, 2 hours the second and 
3 hours c.he final day. They were continuous and each action began 
where the previous one left off. The first was done in the daytime 
and che next rwo were done at sunset into darkness wich the 
aid of a spoclighr. 
On the first day I created a ribcage of lines of flour laid on the floor 
and then a trough made wirh my fingers, then I filled chis trough 
with water transferred from a metal bowl through my mouth, 
drop by drop. This method was used co make all paste lines. 
Then the excess flour was blown away. 
T he second day I made a line (vertebrae) from the ribcage co 
the pelvis. Here I had a 8 foot square mirror on the floor. I made 
che pelvis by laying flour on che mirror, which reflected chis image 
on che curtain. I added a mirrored bowl for che socket of the 
pelvis and blew smoke in it. 
The third day I made a line out from the sternum co the metal bowl 
( I )  which contained dried flour, and blew smoke. I continued chis line 
co the mirrored bowl, which had formed a penicillin mold, and blew 
smoke. I continued this line co the enamel bowl at the window. 
Here I made a loaf of bread and laid a spoon against the bowl. I caused 
che bread to rise by holding a heating bowl above it. The bread rose 
and caused the spoon to rise. 
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howard fried 

Chainsmoke - Flavor Mi11t - Portrait by Rumor, 1972 
Object . . .  Howard Fried's transmitted image. 
Object modifier. . .  Howard Fried. 
Subject . . .  the transmission of Howard Fried's image. 
Subject modifier . . .  Anne Evans. 

Out of Sight Out of Mind 
The psychological tone originally transmitted by the physical presence 
of the object modifier decreased in fidelity or was distorted by the 
passage of time and eroded by the friction-like correspondence of the 
subject modifier and the time spent in the presence of each of the 
objects {the portraits). This process reached a stage where the 
psychological tone displayed by the object seemed to the object 
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modifier to be somewhat less than nineteen times more reflective 
of the subject modifier's psychological stage than that of the original 
object; much less, the object modifier. T he rwentieth then seems 
co be a mask, or rather functions as a camouflage for the subject 
modifier's reaction to her encounter with a particular structure 
of time rather than her encounter with the object modifier-whose 
image is the object. 

I comm issioned Anne Evans, an ex-portrait artist to do rwenry 
portraits for me. T he first was a portrait of me. The second, a portrait 
of the first portrait; the third a portrait of rhe second portrait. .. and 
so on. I was present while rhe first portrait was executed, I posed for it. 
I was not present while any of the subsequent nineteen were executed. 
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g i l bert & george 

Oh, the Grand Old Duke of York, 1 972 
(110 UP, no DOWN) 

Oh, che Grand Old Duke of York 
He had ten thousand men 
And he marched them up to che rop of the hiH 
And he marched them down again 
And when they were up, they were up 
And when they were down, they were down 
And when they were only half way up 
They were neither up nor down. 

Being living sculptures is our l ife blood, our destiny, our romance, our 
disaster, our light and l ife. As day breaks over us, we rise into our 
vacuum and the cold morning light filters dustily through the 
window. We put on our shoes for the coming walk. Our limbs begin 
co stir and form actions of looseness, as though without gravity chey 
bounce about for the new day. The head afloat on cop levels on the 
horizon of our thought. Our hearcs pound with fresh blood and 
emotion and again we find ourselves standing there all nerved up in 
body and mind. Often we will glide across the room, drawn by the 
window's void. Our eyes are glued to chis frame of lighc. Our mind 
points ever to our decay. The big happening outside the window 
floods our vision like a passing film. It leaves us without impressions, 
giving up only silence and repetitive relaxation. Nothing can couch us 
or cake us out of ourselves. It is a continuous sculpture. Our minds 
float off into rime, visiting fragments of words heard, faces seen, 
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� feelings felc, faces loved. We cake occasional sips from our water 
t glasses. Consciousness comes along and goes away, slipping from 
� dreaming space into old concrete awareness. The whole room is filled 
l with the mass and weight of our own history, at cime it sees us chained 

to our chairs and rhen it will appear like large music, surrounding and 
intoxicating. \'(/e feel briefly but seriously for our fellow artistmcn. 
More than ever complete with our physical, for a time with legs 
crossed, or arms folded until the elbows ache, a throat is cleared gently 
but effectively, we then stand for relief pushed up against the wall. 
Sometimes the room with its size and form and precision of our clarity, 
its one vase of flowers, its large desk-blackboard of our doing, our r.vo 
dear, faithful green chairs, the black telephone, linked with the 
\'</orld's art-ner.vork. 

Ring and ring again 
Make /IS happy ever again 
Stay as sile111 as the desk 
And be as free and let it be. 

The neat ash tray steadily fills with relaxful buns, beside it a fresh 
yellow packet of cigarettes. Very often the room makes us hurt with 
real bodily pressure. From time to time we are taken head-first from 
this room called "An for All" out and away, sometimes driven, 
sometimes drawn co breathe again amongst the people. We scroll with 
specialised embarrassment and our purpose is only co cake the 
sunshine. The people are all living near co beauty, passing by. Walking 
is the eternity of our living movement, ic can never cell us of end, ic is 
for nothing but the time passing unnoticed. We give ourselves co chis 
walking and so the houses come cowards us and then away behind. We 
would like co cell of our great pleasure in seeing the early flowers and 
blossoms, they seem to have a young fresh youth, so fine and coloured. 
We remark the trees with their eight bursting buds. As our legs rake us 
jauntily along we come ro a place where we pause for a cup of poison
nervous tea. We sit over ir charring a lirde of the normal afternoon 
,vhen all is usual and well. Nothing breathtaking will occur here, but 
in the darkness of a picture house, where rime is killed, the world 
explodes realistically into giant action stories, men are killed, women 
are loved, mountains arc blown up, night falls, Volcanoes erupt, john 
waync rides again and cacsar speaks anew to people. All this until the 
reel is done and viewers drift blinking and reeling out into the bright 
city. And we happily go back to Our art where only tiredness and 
searching play big roles, where all is thin on the ground, 

_where 

greatness is made at the stroke of a brush, where somethmg and 
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nothing are both quali ties. Arc  is for all the only hope for che making 
way for che Modern world to enjoy the sophistication of decadent 
living expression. l e  is our strong belief that in Arc there is living, 
and where there's life there's Hope. le is for chis reason chat we have 
dedicated our hands, legs, pens, speech and our own dear heads 
to progress and understanding in arc. 

Art my Life and Art my W'ay 
See us painting in mud a11d clay 
See us dancing and smiling too 
Let /IS hope that Art is tme. 

And then maybe we will see ou rselves in a garden, soft and sitting, 
watching the sun as it gently lowers itself down behind the horizon, 
caking wirh ic all its golden lighc and warm ch. For a liccle while rhe 
garden keeps some of rhe day's warm-strength. The rwo men
sculprures use up chis lase pleasure, bur soon rhe chill of evening creeps 
over all, we hear no insect, rhe birds begin to serde down from rhe 
day's frolics and we feel ir muse soon be time to stretch a leg and make 
our way between rhe rich beds of flowers, over the spongy lawns to 
return to solid state of buildings with their sensible doors and 
windows. On our way we pause on the embankment to take in the 
glory chat is the Thames and Westminster. Slowly the lamps are 
lighted and night presumes upon the evening. \Y/e like it very much. 
\Y/e like ir because we are so stupid, arcisric and shy. Because we have 
come from nowhere and where we go nobody knows. \Y/e feel rhe coral 
mystery of each man-laid brick. We are just down at the river feeling 
around. As the shades of night are falling around our neighbourhood 
we stroll because we know full well that another sculpture day is over. 
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dan graham 

Body Press, 1 970-73 
Two film makers stand (within a surrounding and completely 
mirrorized cylinder), body trunk stationary, hands holding and 
pressing a camera's back end flush to, while slowly rotating it about the 
surface cylinder of their individual bodies. One rotation circumscribes 
the body's contour, spiralling slightly upward with the next cum. 
With successive rotations, the body surface areas are completely 
covered by the back of the camera(s) until the cameraman's eye level 
is reached; then a reverse mapping downward begins until the original 
starting point is reached. The rotations are at corresponding speeds; 
when each camera is rotated to each body's rear, it is facing and 
filming the other as they are exchanged, so the camera's "identity" 
"changes hands" and each performer is handling a new camera. 
The cameras arc of different size. In the process, the performers are 
co concentrate on the coexistent, simultaneous identity of the camera 
describing them and their body. To the spectator, the camera may 
or may not read as an extension of the body's identity. 
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Optically, the two cameras film the image reflected on rhe mirror, 
which is the image of the surface(s) of rhe lens, rhe camera's visible 
sides, rhe body of the performer, and (possibly) his eyes on the m irror. 
The camera's angle of orienrarion/view of area of rhe mirror's reflective 
image is determined by the placeme�t of the camera on the body 
contour at a given moment. (The camera might be pressed against 
the chest bur such an upward angle shows head and eyes). 
Projection of film: the films are projected ar rhe same rime on two loop 
projectors, very large size, on rwo opposite, but close, room walls. 
A member of the audience (man or woman) might idencify with one 
image or the ocher from the same camera or can identify wirh one 
body or the ocher, shifring his/her view each rime co face the ocher 
screen when cameras are exchanged. 
To rhe spectator the camera's optical vancage is the skin-chere is no 
space. The performer's musculature is also "seen'' pressing into che 
surface of the body (pulling inside out). Ac the same rime, 
kineschecically, che handling of the camera can be "felt" by che 
spectator as surface tension for the hidden side of che camera presses 
and slides against the skin it covers at a particular moment. 
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rebecca horn 

The photos document performances which rook place in the years 
1968-72. For each performance the number of participants was 
limited, because intense interpersonal perception is only possible in 
a small circle of people. Each situation should result in dissolving 
barriers between passive spectators and active performers. There should 
be only participants. Each performance has a central figure, who 
functions as a starting point and the goal of the activity. What the 
central figure wears provides a means of communication among the 
participants. The performer's central position on which concentration 
is focused places him in a kind of "initiation ritual." The process 
begins before the actual performance. The performer's personality, 
his idiosyncrasies determine the shape of a particular performance. 
The basis of the performance, then, is a specific relationship. During 
this relationship a framework of desires, fantasies and projections 
becomes apparent, suggesting particular ways for the presentation 
of a person. The "garment" is constructed on and fitted to the body 
of the person who will wear it. As his body is fitted into this mould 
and as he wears it, time after time identification begins to develop. 
This psychological mechanism is essential for the performance. 
During the performance the person is isolated, separated from his 
everyday environment {in some pieces the performer is naked). 
This specialised area is used to further self-perception. These 
performances, then, arc attempts at new models of interaction rituals. 
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Finger-gloves, 1 972 
An instrumem to extend manual sensibility. T he finger-gloves 
are light-I can move them without any effort-feel, couch, grasp 
anything, but keeping a certain distance from the objects. The lever
action of the lengthened fingers i mensifies the various sense-data 
of the hand . The manual activity is experienced in a new operational 
mode: I feel myself couching, I see myself grasping, I control 
the distance between me and the objects. 

Cockfeather Mask for Dieter, 1973 
The cockfeathers are attached co a replica of my profile, half an inch 
wide, which is scrapped on my head. With the feathers I caress the face 
of a person standing close to me. The intimate space between us is 
filled with tactile tension. My sight is obstructed by the feathers-
I can only see the face of che ocher, when I rum my head, looking 
with one eye like a bird. 
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en rico job 

Bodynurp, 1 974 

The Bodymap is composed of about one thousand photographs; 
the skin of the artist's own body has been subdivided in black pencilled 
squares of 4.50 cm for the body and 2. 50 cm for the head. 
The squares have subsequently been photographed and enlarged twice 
rheir actual size and then pasted on wooden panels to recompose 
che original body in a gigantic puzzle. I t  appears as a skinned man: 
a flat animal carpet. 
The intention of Bodymap, like that of any ocher map, is the reduction 
to a single dimension of a living thing, and therefore it works against 
the double time-space dimension. 
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jean jonas 

Organic Honey s Vertical Rolf, 1 973 
I became interested in masks when I went to Japan in 1 970. I went to 
the Kabuki and the No theatre every day for a month, and the level of 
abstraction of sound and image, the use of time in the No made a deep 
impression on me. I found the mask in a place where pornographic 
objects are sold to be used as erotic turn ons. The erotic overtones 
affected r.he content of my work and I became fascinated with the ways 
rhe mask transformed my movements and the appearance of my body. 
That this character was my opposite and a stranger was what interested 
me. She was named Organic Honey and by dressing in different 
costumes she played different roles: the sorceress, rhe seducer, the 
narcissistic child . . .  there are some aspects of the curie doll/painted 
woman that are repellent and intriguing at the same rime. 
I also used the mask to cover my face and whatever expression might 
be on it at a given moment. 
I wanted to depersonalize myself. 
I wrote that script after I performed the piece. The material didn't 
have a hard exterior structure, as most of my films and tapes do. 
Ir developed day by day and I thought of it in terms of a musical score 
in which sound and image follow one another in a certain rhythm. 
Nevertheless, certain themes did predominate, such as the idea of the 
opposite: light and dark, black and white, sun and moon, and finally 
left side and right side in relation with the monitor-the monitor does 
rior reverse the image as the mirror does . . .  
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michel  j o u rniac 

Homage to Freud, I 972 
Body Contract, I 972 
Change your body into a work of art. 
Contract A: you settle for painting-your skeleton is lacquered white. 
Contract B: you settle for an object-your skeleton is dressed in your 

cloches. 
Contract C: you settle for a sociological factor: the gold standards

your skeleton is gold placed. 
Conditions: I -bequeath your body to Journiac. 

2-die. 
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Homage to Freud, 
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Body Contract, 
1972 
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ketty l a  rocca 

You, you, 1 972-73 

my work attempts to redeem the image for itself/ by materializing the 
challenge to metaphor, a challenge already lost, but in a declared 
manner, / in fact I do not narrate, I limit myself to go over again, to 
draw, to write the outlines with the only possible sign: handwriting / 
handwriting, alienating and partial moment which already pre
announces itself as historical, although always unique, my only gesture 
there / "you, you" cries co hamper the visual and mental process I and 
to reduce the language to a simple bit of information / and to make 
immediately clear the asymptote of alienation / "you" also means I, 
I do not have alternatives, I save myself within my own hysteria, with 
the not repeatable of writing myself/ by making microscopic the living 
the otherness outside myself /  by being an example to myself of 
alienation / but not of perversion / thus, my work is not the seat of my 
affections / it is nor the partial, therefore, / but the denunciation made 
against my stereotypes / it is not the warm placenta with which to 
wrap myself/  but cruelty as new and only will, / outside of this force 
one is able to do so much / like saying / "deer are fast, Indians are fast, 
Indians are deer" / and to lose oneself in the narcissism of paralogism. 
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urs l i..it h i  

A Self Portrait by Urs liithi, 1 973 
This is About You, 1 973 
A Few Mindflashes 
Perhaps the most significant and creative aspect of my work is 
ambivalence as such . . .  Objecciviry is not very important for me: all 
is objective just as all could be subjective . . .  Therefore, one muse cake 
realiry into account and actually my awareness of che real, depending 
on my mood, has thousands of facets . . .  I believe chat these facets are 
in face, the sum of eve1y man's own conscience . . .  
Personally, I find it interesting to look for these secret facets and, 
once I have discovered them, to try to visualize chem. I am strongly 
attracted by all those vibrations thac live inside every existence as well 
as by all chat cannot be expressed with words. le is not, though, 
great events I want to make visible but rather, the reason 
chat moves chem . . .  
The result of my invesrigarion i s  the portrait. A porcrait which has 
an existence of ics own and which lives outside me as soon as rhe 
floodlights go off. Whoever observes it compares it wirh his own 
existence until he modifies himself, divides himself. . .  
This i s  my contribution co self-awareness, of one's limits, one's 
excesses, one's possibilities . . .  and also of rhe different realities which 
live within rhe same reality .. . 
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Urs Luthi, I 973 
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e l i o  mari a n i  

Ambiences, 1 972-73 
The ambience, rhe body, rhe embraces. The before and the after. The 
empty ambience is "the before," rhe body, the embraces "the after." 
The before represents the basic premise, the departure of all things, our 
desire, the expectations, the hypothesis of possible actions; the after is 
their conclusion, the necessary end to be reached, from an unstable 
balance (departure) to a verifiable one (arrival). The analysis of the 
bodies' behavior through rheir embraces is rhe most natural, logical 
investigation of the function the body itself assumes in a process of 
self-identification, almost a realization of the self, of the relationship 
with reality. All my operations of recording and intervention are 
photographically executed, enlarged and then transferred onto 
sensitized canvas. 
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tom mar ion i  

Action, 1 969 
From 1 969 on l have made performances. 
I was interested in the act rhar rook place because there was no static 
object as a result. The only sraric object might be a case of empty beer 
borrles for one rhing, left as a record of some kind of activity. 
In 1969 I had ro have a way to exhibit because I felt like exhibiting. 
Ir was roo polirically complicared to rry to exhibit my work and be a 
curaror ar rhe same rime for a combination of reasons which are 
probably obvious. So I had co exhibit under another name. I created 
a fictitious character, Allan Fish. And when it was no longer necessary 
ro be concerned about chose things, rhen I announced, by way of a 
rransformarion piece, char I was Allan Fish. The Act of Drinking Beer 
With Friends is the Highest Form of Art was the first Allan Fish one-man 
show. It cook place ar rhe Oakland Museum. I invited 2 1  of my friends 
co come and drink beer at the museum. And 16  people were there. 
All of the people were sculpcors except for Werner Jepson, the music 
composer. We got drunk in the museum together and the debris char 
was left over was exhibited as documentation of char activity-empty 
beer cans and cigarene butts, just morning afcer kind of debris. Ir was 
co exaggerate the concept of the act being the art and the 
documentation being just a record of the real activity . 
Last summer I did a piece called Allan Fish Drinks a Gue of Beer, 
which had to do with creating a situation, an environment, while 
becoming increasingly more intoxicated over about an eight hour 
period. The Reese Pailey Gallery bought a case of Becks beer for me. 
I put it in the refrigerator, and had the refrigerator in the gallery. 
I had all the things in the gallery that I needed to be comfortable. 
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I had a TV set, my easy chair, a tape recorder, a refrigerator, and a can 
opener hanging down on a sering from the ceiling. To separate myself 
from people that came into the gallery, I ran thread at about a 30° 

angle across the room. The thread was white for the first foot, and then 
it was black across the room, and chen it was white for the last foot 
against the wall. It looked like thin black lines floating, the kind 
oflines you see on your TV screen when you get disturbance. 
I tried to create an image with lines across it that would serve as 
a barrier. The lines also served as a screen, a projection of everything 
chat was in the room, tending co make it all two-dimensional, as in 
a painting. I also had my conga drum there. I played my conga drum 
while the cape recorder, the radio, and the television set and the 
phonograph records were all playing simulraneously. I had a barrage 
of noise. Later in the day, as I was very drunk, those were the kinds of 
sounds I needed to keep me going. At a point when I was very drunk, 
I drew lines on the right side of my face and the left side of my face 
chat suggested the contours of my own face moving around the left 
side of my face, so chat it appeared, as in Futurist paintings, that 
I was moving fast when I couldn't move fast. To compensate, 
I drew these lines to make it look like I was moving faster than I was. 
I went co Scotland and did five pieces, one each day for five days 
at che Demarco Gallery in Edinburgh. I amplified the sound 
of making drawings. 
The first day I did a drumming piece which was made up of four 45 
minute segments of drumming. Forty-five minutes was the length of 
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the rape on my cassette recorder. I recorded 45 minutes of drumming 
wirh sreel drum brushes on a sheet of blue plastic. Then I put che cape 
recorder inside che drum and drummed a duet wich myself for che 
second 45-minure section. Then I repeated che process for rwo 45-
minuce segments afcer chat. Ac che end of che day I kept the plastic 
as a drawing of thac day. The second day was a Saturday, and ic was 
che day of rhe biggest soccer game of the year on TV. I realized that 
people would sray at home co watch the event rather than come to 
the gallery, so I asked the gallery co renc a color TV and show the 
game between Scotland and England. I had a refrigerator full of free 
beer in the gallery available co people. l lecrered the words ufree beer" 
on the outside of the refrigeracor and had the refrigeracor facing the 
TV, one at each end of the room. The third day was a Sunday. 
I did a violin piece. I played my violin and did a drawing with the 
rosin from the bow. I cut a piece of brown paper co fir underneath 
the strings, and I bowed one harmonic note for 25 m inutes. 
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Then as the bow went across the string, the rosin drifted off the sering 
down onto the piece of paper. On Monday, I did a vertical line 
drawing until the pencil was used up. I put the microphone in the 
corner of the room under the paper. The paper was stapled to the wall 
and ran down and across the floor like a giant scroll. It was a roll of 
tracing paper. I stood on the paper i n  my stockinged feet and drew a 
line with the pencil from under my legs to the corner of the room and 
then up the wall as far as I could reach. 
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denis masi 

Distortion, 1 973 
A framework/concept of distortion (i.e., deform, distort, contort, 
warp, gnarl): co mar the appearance or nature of something as i fby 
twisting. Deform, carries a slighter implication of rwisting, bur the 
suggestion of pulling out of shape is usually present. Distort and 
contort, clearly imply a twisting or wresting from that which is 
natural, normal, or true, but contort suggests a more involved 
twisting, and, usually, a more grotesque or painful effect than distort. 
Warp, which literally suggests a drying and shrinking out of shape, 
figuratively applies to that which has been given a bias, a wrong slant, 
an abnormal direction. Gnarl, used both literally and figuratively, 
suggests contortions induced by old age, weather, heavy work, 
misfortune, etc. 
The central interest is DISTORTION; personal distortion manifested 
through the body and motivated by physical contact. I t  is important 
that this distortion should be operative both in form and content; it 
could also be extended to areas directly related to the personal, outside 

of cultural traditions (such as art), but not to the exclusion of an 
evident ethos. 
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The us� of the body seems co be a very simple and logical decision; 
usually first consciousness is inherently associated with one's own body 
both in phenomenal and intellectual or incuitional experience. 
My inreresr is, as well, in the aesthetic possibilities of a particular cype 
of restricted and structured body psychology; maybe a celebration 
of rhe body; possibly an intrinsically symbolic usage of the body 
co reflect intentional inconsistencies. 
Tr is important co consider that the content is consistent-distortion 
of che body (use of my own body or pares of ic and/or che use of one 
or cwo ocher persons in similar or tableau situations). The distortion 
innate in the form is also consistent in chat the end piece or object 
is always discorced through manipulation of technique. Lip Smear, 
for instance, was originally a videotape, bur the cwo final objects 
of presentation are a 16 mm film (of the videotape) and a series 
of 40 selected b/w phocographs & corresponding colour slides, thus in 
both cases allowing or even anticipating a definite degree of distortion 
through the breakdown in derail, etc. and the incorporation of chance 

happenings via transference from one technique to another or even 
a third, the �esulting work seeming to be similar to the original 

but in fact very different. 
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el iseo mattiacci  

Remake Oneself, 1 973 
The arrisr covers his face with mud, seared at a table with a chair 
molded of cast aluminum. 

To Think the Thought, 1 973 
A plaster bandage binds the eyes, the mouth and the ears of the artist 
seated ac a table wich a chair molded of cast aluminum, in front 
of a copper place on which one can write with a metal point. 
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Remake Oneself, 
1973 



To Think the 
Thought, 1973 
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fabio mauri 

Ebrea, 1972 
The girl cuts her own hair, forms the star of David 
on the mirror of the medicine cabinet 
Ebrea may be a debt paid off today to a time which is now closed. 
le might be. A cime-194 5-when I too found myself in front of an 
intellectual operation based on a worked out system of " falsehoods ." 
Anyway I saw racialism being presented again with variations which 
had already caused evil co an extent that had rarely been so pure. 
In Ebrea anti-Jewish racialism represents the anti-black racialism and 
any ocher species or subspecies of racialism. This law, finally, can be 
summarized as follows: "discrimination exists because of a lack of 
values. Or, equally, because of values." And discrimination is the 
contrary of judgement. It is a sentence executed against man not 
because of his individual features but on the basis of infinitely repeated 
traits, objective traits, external and collective signs. 
In Europe, from the thirties to the forties, racialism had a scientific 
origin: it stated that races exist, and that some of them are superior. 
These are two ideas which I recognized as being wrong, although the 
former is still largely accepted. 
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Nor all has been lamented or enjoyed as it should have been. 
In Ebrea it is the first case. 
I had little rime to examine the substance of that reality thoroughly. 
A disease closed my eyes at once, confiscating the whole posrwar 
period. Somewhere an unexpressed lament remains. I am not a Jew, 
nor am I a son of a Jew. I have wished I could be a Jew. I feel 
I am a Jew whenever possible, and I suffer discrimination, an unfair 
discrimination. Concerning oneself with this question means 
completing the cry, for a benefit of poetic narure and, maybe, for 
one's psychological health. Nobody can prevent me from curing 
myself as I want. 
In Ebrea che operation is cold. And tactlessly cultural. Patiently l 
repeat with my hands the experience of rhe shameful one. I explore his 
mental possibilities. By extending his action I invent new objects made 
up of new men. Incidentally I hinder the self-confidence of 
contemporary design with its faith in progress. I behave as if chat 
historic reality had not had its final condemnation, bur as if it were 
still adding up data today. Elsewhere, we may suspect, in different 
ways, the operation is still going on. 
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annette m essager 

Album-Collection no. 1 1, 1972 
Men- Women and Women-Men 
I love to observe men and women walking together. Not knowing 
chem personally, I am betcer able so see co whac excenc che characters 
of che man-man and the real woman often seem inverted , but each 
one preserves the role which he or she is supposed to represent. 
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otto muehl  

Metamorphosis with Jam, 1 965 
Action with Body and Food, Irritarte exhibition, 1 969 
My work is represented painting, it is self-therapy made visible. With 
food and edible material. It acts as a psychosis determined by the 
mixture of human bodies, objects, materials. Everything is planned. 
Everything may be used as material and matter. Color not as colorant 
but as crayon, liquid, powder; egg not as egg but as viscous matter. 
Associations are used which link themselves ro determinate materials 
either because of their form or for their meaning or normal use. Real 
facts are imitated and mixed with materials; real facts which can be 
mixed with artificial facts. In the same way, time and places can be 
exchanged. A symphony orchestra plays, naked, in a swimming pool 
which, little by little, is filled with jam, for example. The 
representation of a melodrama is sprayed with colors and covered with 
food: the singers have the job of carrying on to the very end. 
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Mixrure, exchanges, and metamorphoses can be employed even during 
official ceremonies, parades, marches and other demonstrations of 
the kind. Real events are imitated such as auco accidents, floods, fires 
and are mixed with various materials. Mixtures and combinations 
are carried out according to the dream method. In this way, events 
of a profound meaning result. Jam, dead bodies, road building 
equipment. Events will be formed, materials penetrate reality, common 
value no longer has sense, the jam becomes blood, everything becomes 
a symbol for some other event. The associativeness then has a large 
space within the possibilities which we have been given. If the audience 
cooperates, they become either actors or materials. 
To impede interruptions during the action, the handling will 
be similar to that of a gym lesson. 
(Manifesto of 1965, Vienna) 
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hidetoshi n agasawa 

Without Title, 1 972 
To recover the memory of a hardly couched enciry has been the subject 
of my work for che past few years. For the present work I have chosen 
che body because my hand had co be involved with a live substance. 
Thus, I begin by very slowly couching a naked woman on those poi ms 
in which I am especially interested, almost the whole from side. Ac a 
certain moment rhe woman disappears, she is no longer in from of me. 
I find myself facing the cloth which was previously the background for 
the woman; my hand dirty with charcoal, I couch chis cloth at the 
same points where I was couching the body, I repeat the same gestures; 
in the end, an image emerges on the cloch (the woman has disappeared 
only for che spectator, buc actually she has remained behind the cloch, 
and only I know she is there). 
I am interested in verifying co what excenc it is possible to remember 
what one has seen, chrough couch. I chink I can remember more 
through my hand than through my eye. 
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ugo nespolo 

Cheeks Ablaze, 1 967 
"Les joues en feu", cheeks ablaze; after all, they are just cheeks, 
things that change, and nothing else. 
The body is rhe static support of rhe ironic and everchanging game; 
a slighrly (bur nor very) grown Radiguet in the "day of collecting 
ostrich feathers, bunches of curly waves, a fan of V enus." 
Changes never cease: the altered use of a rhythmically quickened 
morion, and a parallel use of color, obtained instead through 
continuous reversals of the camera, as well as through repeated 
mulriple exposures, give the film its "poetic soft focus." 
And there are more than a hundred items of clothing coming 
and going in a continuous vortex of attitudes. 
The key for access, then, is clearly thinking and saying 
(paraphrasing): 
We have come to see the boy 
who having, it seems, taken after 
Cinderella, can direct 
the cotillon 
for six uninterrupted minutes. 
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hermann nitsch 

Perfonnance, 1 965 
We are ever more attracted by our own exisrence. Every work of arr 
is nothing bur the mysrique of the being. The aesthetics which 
pushes us until horror. The aesthet ics of horror. This synesthetic 
attribute composed of 
ractile sensations 
taste sensarions 
olfactory sensations 
acoustic recordings (sound colors) 
and visual recordings (light colors) 
exalts our orgiastic senses. This growing activity of the whole sensorial 
apparatus can be compared to psychoanalytic analysis. Instead of 
associations, we find actions having the task of recording the sensorial 
activities up to the final point of orgiastic reaction. (The sado
aggressive sensations, at an elementary level, which are obtained by 
tearing apan flesh, quartering the carcass of an animal and circling 
around the viscid mass of the intestines. The screams and noises of the 
action itself.) A long, exhausting crescendo of all the senses culminates 
in sadomasochistic excess. But it is just this excess, in its most 
complete representation, which provokes at the end, with an 
impressive lucidity, the real catharsis. This is the most dramatic 
moment of che action. A profound sense of repulsion pervades 
everywhere and at first charges the spectator negatively, but at the 
same time it acts subtly within the spectacle: the instincts are 
appeased, they sublimate chemselvcs, they are dulled. 
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The even rs which actually happen on rhe stage of this "cheater 
of orgies and mysteries"-contrary co the rypical fiction used in che 
classic cheater-are reflected in rhe soul of each spectator, favoring 
access in all i ts roraliry, of rhe lived existential mystique, chis rime, 
not individually but collectively. 
Each gesture carries with it an enormous baggage of experience and 
a long series of profound medications on existence itself. Instead 
of reacting, of denying, one accepts a.nd visually sublimates every 
moment of che action, often helped by colored lights. Practically 
an aesthetic l iturgy is born, which winds continually until che end. 

FLESH 
flesh 
To dismember che flesh, 
anal, sado-masochistically 
(action of disenbowelment 
and of laceration) 
co better understand the 
amorphous zones of che being. 
Color does not appear immediately 
as such, but intensifies only 
the sensuous zones. 

COLOR (light) 
color 
The sublimating action of quartering 
sections the light and the 
colors of the flesh. 
Flesh = light. 
Rainbow. 
Lightbow 
seed of light, circle of colors, 
circle of light. 
Matthias Gri.inewald. 

The sadomasochistic abreaction sublimates i tself during the action 
until it fully comprehends all colors. 
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l u i g i  onta n i  

Bncchino Poses, 1 973 

POSE = proposicion of presence as possibility co oucline che ideal 
self, probable freshness/incensity, by direcc formulacion or quocacion, 
polyvalenc rigorous accumulacion = POSE = is a synchesis-momenc 
as phocographic expression and as a sample of behavior = 
Bacchino [Small Bacchus) is che quocacion-case = is icon as revealing 
resulc = is concepcion/summary of che icinerary of knowledge = 
is the immediate sign of che medicaced = is visualizacion of che 
posculaced idea = is wicness of che organ ic whole = is example/message 
of human thickness = is incrinsic deviation for the irregular = 
is pervasiveness in the vanity. 
"the pretty statuettes" = is the sweetened hero of awareness = is 
radicalization of language = is the humor/lucidity as indigenous pre
eminence oflife/culcure = is condition of an effective connection for 
a further real = is concept/rainbow = refusal of separateness = is 
energy/presenc infinity = (and beyond) = 
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den nis oppe n h eim 

Stills from Gingerbread Man, 1 970-7 1 
A project dealing with accivacion of digestive processes. 
Sicuarion created in which first . . .  a symbolically human form is slowly 
broken down and subjected co the linearity of the intestinal trace. . .  
i t  is  used co fill an internal space . . .  and by emptying che stomach 
beforehand chis material is allowed full occupancy . . .  Ic cakes over the 
space, forcing itself into a linear housing . . .  where it is held captive 
co gastric processes, additional breakdown and depletion. Here 
the process of making (changes) is linked with chat of a life sustaining 
interaction. 

The residue (waste products) becomes the finished work 
Micro-Projection-Feces 
Gingerbread material consisting of: enriched flour, sugar, dried 
molasses, shortening with freshness preserver, leavening, sale, vegetable 
gum, spices, caramel color, was rolled inco dough and shaped to 
resemble a human form. These figures were slowly eaten and digested. 
Later my incescinal tract was emptied. Ten samples of feces were placed 
on glass slides. These samples were viewed under a microscope 
at magnifications of x 280 co x 3000. 
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S111/s from 

Gingerbread Man. 

1970-71 

M1cro-Pro1ec110n 

Feces 
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jean otth 

7V Perturbations, 1 97 1  
The Limits. (Interrogation on "realities " of the image.} 
The "limit" is a theme on which I have been working for the past 
two years. le is an extremely simple operation in which the primary 
gesture, consisting in the separation of two forms, is essential for me; 
at the origin, it is one of creation's first acts. 
By breaking the dialogue into two surfaces, the "parasite" which 
I insert, signals or even signifies an image. 
Being an element of a dialecc.ics between an outline which isolates and 
a passage which "opens," the limit in itself is an exciting problem 
which was suffocated by a seeming banality. 
To fix a limit graphically in the actions and the videotapes belonging 
to this series becomes, paradoxically, a pretext for an interrogation on 
the modalities of the "realities" of an image. In a strip like 
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Limit A, I intervene on the image of my shadow, with white chalk 
on a blackboard. 
The interest of chis experience rests on che level of magnecoscopic 
documentation, on che simultaneous presentation of three types of 
reality: my shadow, its graphic fixing, and the back of my image. 
Curiously enough, the highest degree of reality moves incessancly from 
one to the other modality of the subject. These are djfferent readings 
of che very video image which will give rise to che problems of 
"reality." Pursuing this work, I made a certain number of 
magnecoscopic actions, in which I no longer intervene on my shadow 
but on my own image, both diapositive and cinematographic. 
This ambiguous dialectic, by disturbing our perception habits, should 
incite us co an interrogation on che various staruces of iconic "realiry." 
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sta nis lao pacus 

The Conquered Conscience, I 973 

Actors: Lolly Santini, Stanislao Pacus. Material: book, quail, armchair, 
posters with the inscriptions "Selvatico" (Wild), "La coscienza 
conquistata" (T he Conquered Conscience), string. 
Wirh this videotape I wanted to make evident the reconquest of 
his conscience by the artist, bewildered by his love for a woman, 
symbol of wildness. Woman nullifies creativeness, she is the dualistic 
model of love-hare in which the artist loses himself and from which, 
wirh intellectual effort, he escapes. To reconquer his professional 
conscience the artist derides the loved-hated woman's nakedness. The 
sering that goes from the man's hand to the book (symbol of artistic 
construction), to the quail (symbol of the conquered conscience), 
makes evident the rediscovered condition, this slow resumption 
of the artist's conscience. The idea for this videotape was suggested 
to me by these lines by Leopardi, "Lovely as you were, you were / 
in the season which is conducive to sweet dreams," which, since 
childhood, impressed on me how great a man's love for a woman can 
be. I am very envious of the poet's imagination, liberated through 
his love for a woman. 
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gina pane 

The body and its mpport image for a non-linguistic communication 
The body, which is at rhe same rime project, material, and performer 
of an artistic practice, finds its logical support within rhe image, 
through rhe photographic medium. 
Photography is a "sociological" object which allows us to grasp reality ; 
therefore, it can grasp the heart of that dialectic through which 
behavior becomes significant by making itself communicable 
for a community. 
Many types of black and white and color images -eKisr: 
a: a single fixed image: photography / transparency. 
b: a series of contiguous images: photographs. 
c: a sequence of temporal images: cinematographic film / 
videotape / transparencies. 
d: an image along with other elements: verbal (the word) / 
non-verbal (music, noise, intonation). 
e: a scripto-visual image (along with a caption). 
A single image contains the "zero" degree of significance. 
The caption is used in order to bring the excess of significance back 
to a single meaning. 
The creation of series of contiguous or sequence images representing 
the same theme replaces the caption and enables us to neutralize the 
multiplicity of contradictory information. 
The reading of an image, or a series, or a sequence establishes itself 
on two levels: on the one hand, on what is shown and on the ocher, 
on what it means. 
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The first is the statement of a reality ro which the images refer, as they 
do nor co ntain any arbitrary or unmorivated sign, the second consists 
in idenrifying and deciphering the semantic message. 
One is tied to the semeiology of the optical image, and inversely, and 
rhe orher is tied to the significance, chat is, to the denotative structures. 
The visual communication remains of the universal type because 
it rei ntroduces the fundamental social relationships. 
N .B. - The objects presented in this artistic practice are not still-lifes, 
but the accessories of an action or the aHributes of one or more 
persons. Therefore, they can keep their original context or char which 
refers to cheir reality ch rough rhe support of images. 

Sentimental Action, 1 974 

Projection of an "intra" space in which rhe relationship between rwo 
women is intercalated by the magic mother/child rapport, which 
death symbolizes. 
T his "intra" space is stated by an exchange/mirror closed circuit: the 
Woman/Women relationship, identifying itself in the primary emotive 
phenomenon-mother/child, a symbiotic relationship which can 
discover di fferent emotional solutions to one's own conflicts 
of introjecrion. 
My body is a conducting substance in a motion of "going to the 
return," coming back to its starting point through a deconstruction 
of che primary image (mental puzzle): the red rose , mystic flower, 
erotic flower, transformed into a vagina by a reconstirurion in irs most 
present stare, the painful one. 
Ir is through a rigorous use of form: mental/biological space, cadences, 
images, metaphors, char is, of the modality of my arrirude, chat 
I can reach my essence. The content is ried to rhe particular use 
of a language corresponding to the psychological process and 
to the sense of rhe acrion(s). 
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l uca patel la 

Lu ' capa ulla 
Film, 16 mm, lh  30 min., color and b/w, ideas, photography, editing, 
texts by {and on) Luca Patella; sound Alvin Curran. 
"Materials", instead, "psycho data" of '67 to '73 
even if, not Freud-like, I believe in socio-formation. 
Fades [the following fades are nontranslatable Italian puns]: 
c'e er vello nel filmcervello (there is the fleece in the filmbrain) 
o stile men tale, o se si vo' (the style less as such, or if one wants) 
ostilc mentale ossessivo (hostile mental obsessive) 
noia (boredom) / gioia (joy) 
ogni viaggio a ritroso (every trip backward) 
vi aggio a ritroso (I have you backward) 
with: Carlo Cecchi ,  Marino Mase, Luca Patella 
dialectic between ideas, and "actions" by: 
SAL = character, structure and totalizing creative behavior, 
which trespasses into rationalizing obsessive passivity; 
TIG = oneiric-opcimiscic, pragmatic and superficial; 
MARS = extra neo co the preceding neurosis. 
topi (mice) & tropi (tropes) : Ronna = the place of History, of Swindle, 
etc.; Moncefollonico = the place of Culture and Abstract Creation 
Ronna, La Sgurgola, Montefolle '73-'74. 

Here you are, as usual (with Luca), in front of complex ideas, 
which negate univocal simplicity, incapable of grasping 
and transforming the dialectic totality of the world, concretely made 
by man: from History, to Action! A re-penetration of filmic 
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dimension,  which during the last 3--4 years Luca had looked at with 
a certain bias because of the excess of the sensitive image. His work, 
in effect, unfolded itself in books (I am Here I Adventure & Culture; 

The Special Adas of Luca Patella; Official journals by LP.) 
as well as "actual projective analysis" (public demonstrations 
and involvements: l inguistic, psycho-sociological and political). 
Substanrially, the film is a theorizing analysis in progress, 
even when the spoken text is off-camera. l e  is constructed in a pressing 
and disengaged way according co a series of successive total 
penetrations (by feed-backs more than by flash-backs). 
Even more openly ideologic aspects are then reserved for 
the other means menrioned. 
"L.P. / L.C.T." is performance, documenracion, critical analysis, trip 
by multi-significant rransformarive symbols, and creation! 
Dara concerning the rakes: 
1 .  Fade- in: Luca Pacella / Lu' capa cella / lui sceglie relline 
(he chooses cockles) / parelle (l impets) / perle (pearls) / per le (for rhe) 
/ creations & documentations by / Luca Pacella . . .  
2 .  Luca converses during a projective analysis in progress, '72 
(in reverse-shoe, or in his own shoe: rhe ochers) . 
3. SAL and TIG (his travelling l ife-critic and biographer in progress) 
breathe,-walk and converse in a field: " . . .  that time you caught me on 
a holiday in the extra-Pluto asteroids" . . .  (voices fade, buzzing). 
4. A window at Montefollonico. Sign and dream. In rhe morning, on 
the grey scone windowsill, there is steaming coffee and fruit, evicted in 
the afternoon, by transformational cransformative fades, by the tempos 
of trial diasynchronies. The light gust of wind turns your pages, in rhe 
evening, and color temperature rises inside, coward warm sentiments, 
while it comes down in the open, coward rhe rational blue and a 
purplish cold, or pitch dark. a squirt soon jumps on rhe black. 
5 . Torogrammi [a play on rhe word "forogrammi" which means 
frames] of scrolls in sprawling Ronna; a glance from borrom to top. 
6. Ssr! re lla, rosa (star, rose); we r-.vo suns shining in the night, no:you 
[night is "none", no:you is "no:te") are in it even if you' re not presenc: 
because what councs up to three: up to thee, is human relationship, 
from History to the Action. History of relationships. 
H istory as relationships. 
We r-.vo: Luca / affixes himself there / as signature of the "id e azione" 
[meaning both ideation and "id and action"] , 
Then, walking into society, toward the: End . . .  
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g iuseppe penone 

The Hair, like the Nai4 and the Skin Occupies Space, 1 973 
Plaster mold of my right foot-inside part and projection of a slide. 
The mold of my foot preserves an element of my reality: the hair. 
During the forming of the mold some hairs are torn away from their 

roots and reappear on the plaster mold in the vety same pore 
of the skin from which chey were torn. 
Therefore, technically, this work is a sum of the elements which 
reproduce a reality (plaster mold and slide) and of real elements 
(the hair). The photo, taken at a time following the molding 
of the plaster and projected on it, completes the preceding reality 

of the image of my actual foot. 
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gia nni pisani 

Each Morning Before Going Out . . .  , 1973 

Every morning, after a shower, I rewind che umbilical cord on my 
abdomen (it is not made of plastic, ic is taken from che incescine 
of a cow, ic is chat kind of tubular velum used by butchers co make 
sausages; I tied it at one end and then I inflated it with a bicycle 
pump). I arrange chis skein under my shirt; as I am buttoning it, 
I completely conceal the " inconvenience." I hide ir from the ochers 
with my bourgeois clothes which make me similar to them; 
I compress it under my everyday appearance and go among people. 
The idea of the umbilical cord is tied to my preceding work, from the 
representation of my suicide to guns, from my old paintings or more 
recent drawings to rhe rocking chair or to rhe destruction of my coffin. 
So, I do nor know whether it is possible to speak of an idea. 
The idea is a thought and these th.ings cannot be thought, they are felt. 
Perhaps the story of rhe umbilical cord is a return coward life, it is like 
a need to attach oneself to something, it is rhe searching for a facher-
morher-son rie . . .  the ochers stay away from us, buc these are the 
fundamental ties . .  . 
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vettor pisani 

Nature Does Not Love Nature, action lasting 5 days, 1 973 
Durand, on che trails of Jung, Frazer, and Mircea Eliade, organizes 
the imagination and its figurative space in a vast division between 
rwo regimes of symbolism: one diurnal and the other nocturnal; 
one founded on che rime before rhe fal l ,  on the riruals of elevation 
and purification, the ocher on che time after che fall and ics 
ascrobiological dramas. 
Following the archetypal routes of imagination, Yenor Pisani 
recreates, experience after experience, the motions, antitheses, 
dualisms, and the circularity of imagination itself. Thus, che references 
and quotations lying at the base of the critical aim of che comment, 
of the ideological negations, turn out to be necessary. 
That part of his work which converges on the figure of the Hero 
can be ascribed to che diurnal regime of imagination. 
This is the H ero who limits his monarchic space, the Hero who 
manages nature, thought, and ideology, the Hero who crosses 
the border of reality in order to fuse himself with che Absolute. 
In contrast with che figure of the Hero there is that of the victim 
(the woman). The woman (nocturnal regime) plays the terrifying role 
of darkness, of castration, and of death. 
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In the work Nat11re Does Not love Nature, the woman is sitting 
on an iron rable in a room swarming wirh rars. 
Here, Verror Pisani conrrascs narure with narure and marcer 
wirh matter, garhering rhe conflicring solutions. 
Rars are the swarming and obscene sign of chaos, rheir accelerated 
animation seems to be an assimilating projection of anguish. 
Bachelard in his Alchemical Bestiary suggested a "dental" sadism 
in animals wirh sharp reeth ready ro bite and ro swallow. 
The woman is a nyctomorphous symbol, like the animal, darkness, 
noise, deep and black water. 
The woman on the table cries to differentiate herself from che natural 
world. She carries an instrumenc-two brass cymbals, a weapon with 
which she annexes power, virility, and purifying force. 
The instrumenc is as circular and golden as the sun: i t  sheds light 
and its sound resembles the rumble of thunder. 
Bachelard analyzed this "complex of Arias" as a scheme of the 
verricalizing and imperialistic effort which "Gulliverizes" the world. 
The woman betrays her own nature and becomes a heroic figure who 
fights against darkness and belligerently seeks transcendence. 
(Mimma far Vettor} 
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a rn u lf ra iner  

Face Farces, 1968 
When I used to draw faces I got rhe habit of "defacing" chem in 
various ways. T hen in '68 the production of Face F11rces starred 
in an automatic photo booth located in Vienna's \'v'esr railway station. 
T oday, I still work in this way almost every week, with the help 
of a photographer or a movie cameraman. 
I emphasize the selected photos or sequences wit.h marks in order 
to make the facial dynamics and mimicry evident. Since then, 
I have been interested in all abnormal siruacions like ecstasy, 
spasm, psychoses, breakdowns, humiliations, ere. 
Bur I do nor consider these psychophysical reproductions 
as being just a mimic expression: in face, rhey are rhe attempt 
toward a surmounring which every human being can afterwards 
extend. As artist I limit myself to fix chem in part, and only 
on rhe paper. 
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k laus rinke 

Mutation, 1 970 

Wtmd, Boden, Raum, 1 970 

I am explaining rhar every person from where he may be or from 
whatever social background he is coming . . .  should obtain 
rhe opporruniry ro know himself and ro work wirh himself with 
rhe help of these elementary demonsrrarions of reality. 
Most people are hampered because of their more or less complete 
integration into rhe barrle for existence and they are attached ro certain 
forms of living which rake rheir course in chem and wirh chem. 
T he srudy of chis book could signify something like a starting factor 
in order ro become conscious of rhe basic srrucrures of individual 
being . . .  The artist should have the opportunity co place 
environmental situations in a way chat they are useful for 
consciousness. These situations should nor limit somebody bur they 
should help ro free activities. For instance people should be 
continuously conscious of rime in their environment. 
By chis experience everybody could measure the degree of intensity 
or dullness of the life he is living. 
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Mutation, 1970 
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Wand, Boden, 

Raum, 1970 
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a l len rup persberg 

A Lecture on Houdini, 1973 
Good morning. Today's talk concerns a man whose name has been 
a household word for almost three quarters of a cenrury. However, 
it will not dwell on the details of an incredible life, most of which 
are readily available to any diligenr studenr, bur instead will direct itself 
to exploration of the heroic belief which carried and sustained him 
for almost forty years. We will see che strength of chis belief not only 
throughout his own mortal life bur probably also (to use his words) 
from the world of che beyond. The man: Harry Houdini. The idea: 
To establish physical contact with the world of the spirit. Is life 
continuous? Can one reach back from the reaches of the beyond? 
The determination, energy and emotion behind the ideas of this man 
are indeed of legendary proportions and have continued to expand 
since his death in Detroit, Michigan, on Halloween, 1 926. His 
thoughts and research into the activities of a professional magician, 
and escape artist are still among the finest of roday but the promises 
he saw from the beyond have yet to be fulfilled or surpassed. 
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Houdini was working as always as the complete madman. The fateful 
chain of events scarred October I Och. He was in Albany preparing to 
be lowered into the water torture cell to close the acc. Something 
snapped in his ankle. "I've a show to finish" was his reply. Lacer it was 
confirmed as a fractured ankle. H e  continued with the show, traveling 
for two weeks. H e  arrived in Monrreal, Monday October 17th, with 
the ankle knitting bur Houdini exhausted. One challenge which he 
continued in every town was a long standing dare to punch him in the 
midsection with no visible reaction due to his physical prowess. 
A college boxer and friends approached him backstage at the Princess 
Theatre. "Could I try it right now?" asked the boy. "Sure" was the 
reply. As Houdini rose from the couch the boy smashed him in the 
stomach. Houdini gasped. He hadn't been ready. He was white but he 
set himself and the boy hit again to feel what seemed like an oak 
plank. Houdini's side bothered him. During the matinee he suffered 
pains in his right side but faithfully chose to ignore them. By evening 
it was worse and Bess wanted to call a doctor. "No" was the answer. 
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lucas samaras 

Autopolaroid, 1 97 1 and 1 973 
Ocher than being an autobiographic posculace of some of my present 
accicudes or a complicated gift co others, these photographs are a way 
of studying my polaroided self as an abstraction or translation of 
aesthetic speculation, psychological perspicacity, sensual subtlety and 
a warm embarrassment. 
Or they are a method for declassifying hush-hushed feelings. Or they 
are a stylized pretension of emotion-acting. Or they are a reworking 
of the form of self-pomait. Or it was a marcer of one thing leading 
co another and piling up into an elaborated accomplishment. 
Also they are evidence of an enjoyment. Most of them were done lace 
night or early morning. Uninterrupted times. I rediscovered a number 
of techniques already available co scudencs of photography and had 
a funny feeling of re-experiencing history. le wasn't all regurgitation. 
I allowed satire of my an education co encer inco the compositions. 
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Polaroid, neverrheless, has a feel, a look, a dialect of its own. 
I t  is programmed co give you acceptable flesh colors, bur it is possible 
co cross its normality with colored sheets of plastic either in from of the 
lens or in from of the lights. Moreover the speed with which a result is 
obtained without outside help and the complete privacy afforded me 
an opportunity of doing something impossible with regular 
photography. I could cone up or cone down my emotion. I could move 
a lircle to the left or shift this or that and be my own critic, my own 
exciter, my own director, my own audience. 
I did these things between December 1 969 and May 1 97 1 .  I had 
wanted to photographically explore my body for years and was going 
to have a professional photographer do it. But I have never been able 
to work well with others, and I was not going to go to a photography 
school and learn photography. Polaroid came in handily. 
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Autopo/aroids, 1971 
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Autopo/aroid, 1973 
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rudolf schwarzkogler 

Action, 1 965 
In the place of pictures executed by hand, the premises for the 
insertion of the arriscic nude in performances (actions which have 
as background the real world of objects manipulated by actors) 
is now making its appearance. 
The artistic nude gees out of its traditional constriction and, similar 
co a wreckage, it finally l iberates itself from the reproduction 
machinery used for information. 
The artistic nude and spectacle by now have become a single thing. 
The objects and the elements of this Panorama move and transform 
themselves in the new space assigned (analysis of comparison, editing, 
automatic contacts, ere.). All is co allow the extension of the artistic 
nude to the coral nude, which will place i tself above the senses as an 
image, sometimes temporal, sometimes spatial, through the various 
possibilities of its repetitive gestures and its repetitive presence. 
{P1111or11m11 Manifesto I I The Total Nude, 1965) 
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richa rd serra 

Frame, 1969 

Color-aid, I 97 I 
The works arc described by a simple verb action performed 
on che material by che artist, available to the viewer as residue 
of an in-formation (che stage of che process described in applying 
chc verb action to the material place where it is present) rime. 
The viewer's time field is as much a pare of the process (reading) 
as the artist's former relation to the same material and the material's 
process in the former time . . .  
So i f  there is a time, i t  is hidden i n  the object itself and i t  allows itself 
to reveal itself as you try to deal with che false possibiliry of reducing 
it to sequences-kineschesia in Serra's work (literally the work done 
to the material to inform che verb action) is linked to chc visual 
perceprion-che visual field . . .  
Spatial behavior and spatial perception are co-ordinate with each other 
in the process of time, guiding manipulation and use of tools, 
including the base tool-the hand locomotively directed by muscular 
action . . .  Kinesthesia is actually part of a larger group of integrated 
stimulus-correlates for perception of oneself. 
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to roll / to crease / to fold / to store / to bend / to shorten / to twist / 
to twine / to dapple / to crumple / to shave / to tear / to chip / to split / 
to cut / to sever / to drop / to remove / to simplify /  to differ / 
to disarrange / to shave / to open / to mix / to splash / to knot / to spill / 
to droop / to flow / to swirl / to rotate / to smear I to flood / to fire / 
to impress / to inlay / to lift / to curve / to support / to hook / 
to suspend / to spread / to hang / of tension / of gravity / of entropy / 
of nature / of grouping / of layering / of felting / to collect / to grasp / 
to tighten / to bundle / to head / co gather / to arrange / to repair / 
to discard / co pair / to distribute / to surfeit / to scatter / 
co complement / to enclose / co surround / to encircle / to hide / 
to cover /co wrap / to dig / to tie / co bind / co weave / co join / 
to match / to laminate / to bond / co hinge / to mark / to expand / 
to dilute / to light / co revise / co modulate / co distill / of waves / 
of electromagnetism / of inertia / of ionization I of oscillation / 
of polarization / of refraction / of simultaneity / of tides / of reflection / 
of equilibrium / of symmetry / of friction / to stretch / to bounce / 
to erase / to spray / to systematize / co refer / to force / of mapping / 
of location / of context / of time / to talk / of photosynthesis / 
of carbonization / to continue. 
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Color-a1d, 1971 
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katharina sieverding 

Selection of 148 Phases on the Same Situation "Untitled': 1 973 

My films and series of photographs are neither projections nor fictions 
they happen directly their realisation is the maximum of free 
communication i.e. an action of love possibiliry of totally living what 
they would like to be and what they are I can imagine making a film 
with anybody at all whenever this free communication is developing 
since people want to know who they are and even more to show who 
they are even children are stopped from this kind of experiment no 
voyeurism no demonstration rather a discovery no criticism no norm 
no solitude finally the interchange of identification becoming 
equivalent to the other calm self-awareness that enables you to go on 
chis does not mean "co jump off a fast train" rather search our your 
own beauty exploitation of men material moral or ideologic deprives 
men of their legitimate claim to produce and reproduce themselves. 
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a ldo tag l iaferro 

Identification, 1 973 

This anaJysis is a component of my MEMORY AN D 
IDENTIF ICATION AS SUPERIMPOSITION ON REALITY. 
Memories of external things and memories of che ego-therefore, 
of identification. 
In this work there are several aspects of memory and of idencificacion. 
I wanted to give this specific anaJysis a negative sense, to create a 
model of depersonalization. For this reason I had twins pose for me, 
because in them (as external images) there is already a beginning 
of depersonalization. For the solution of my work I tried co create 
referenciaJ or substitutional poses, so that the subject could, 
in the end, assume the rhythm of an object. 
This work has two stages of incerprecation: one is che verification 
of the likeness between the single images represented; the other 
is the global reading, in which, because of che structure assumed 
by the image, a depersonalization of the representation ensues 
and such an image becomes an object or writing. 
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a ntonio t rotta 

The Space between Me and the Work, 1972 

The space benveen me and rhe work scares co nullify itself at that 
moment when I can see all that surrounds me as if it were already 
painted or sculpted. (Painting, sculpture, literature, history, then, 
are the only materials that it is possible co paint, sculpt, ere.) 
Going coward a state of petrifaction among things and feeling doubt 
about one's existence, is like observing the i rrealiry of the outside by 
staying in the reality of the work, within which a photograph is true 
like an image in a mirror. 
T he feeling of space is born parallel co the wish to get our 
of one's own painted image. 
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janos u rban 

Prmt!!ef Times, 1 973 

The left side of the screen, con nected with rhe first 1V camera, moves 

constantly, in depth and also laterally, according to the camera's zoom 
which goes forward and back, slowly, while focusing always on the 
same scene: some trees and bushes, at the beginning of that day's 
afternoon. The second camera, which determines the image on che 
right side of rhe screen, is focusing on anorher monitor where 
fragments, previously collected from current fearure programs, mainly 
people in "transitory" spaces (i.e. stairways, corridors) are played. 
The process of mixing up goes on, the division of rhe screen is never 
rhe same, until rhe reserve of rhe collected macerial, a non-narrarive 
miscellany, is exhausted. 
The sound is replaced at the same time: collecced acoustic fragments 
of ocher spaces and times, mainly situations acoustically analogous co 
the 1V fragments, are played back and recorded on the Sony tape. 
The dialogues unite foreign languages, noises, and excerpts of music. 
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franco vaccari 

Exhibition in Real Time, 1 969 
I had some hundred masks handed to people sining in a hall. 
The masks reproduced the plain face of a common man. The hall 
was in darkness and I started walking about, holding a flashlight and 
a camera. From time to time I lit someone up and took a picture. 
Surprised and annoyed, all of chem lifted their masks and hid their 
faces behind them as if the mask were a means of defence, a way 
to gain anonymity and avoid the clear individualization that 
photographs generally produce. 

I use photography as action and not as contemplation 
and this involves a negation of the optical space in favor of the 
SPACE OF RELATIONS. 
I want to disappear as artist in order to assume the new role as primer 
and director of processes. 
The ambiences in which I work must be places where things really 
happen and where the AFTER is always different from the BEFORE. 
My operations prove to be indissolubly tied to the occasion which 
determined them; they affect the occasion itself and will afterwards 
be its unrepeatable witness. In other words, I am interested in 
rediscovering the risk, intended as rejection of every type of a priori 
guarantee; in fact, it is possible to state that artistic events become 
NICHES OF REASSURANCE where one is certain that absolutely 
nothing will happen. 
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gruppo zaj 

Mask, 1964-73 
A man is behind another one a long/very long time. Boch of chem 
hold one another down with their arms around their waists. 
I f  need be the genitals of the one behind could press the buccocks 
of the one in front. 

Nocturne, 1 964-73 
Luckily a NOCTURNE is a well known thing. The poor know 
its meaning. A NOCTURNE is not only a rich man's situation. 
A NOCTURNE is a poor cry in the middle of a starry n ight. 
KILL US! 

A Ctlmel Strip-tease, 1 964-73 
A man with 8 dignifying rings fixes a Camel cigarette, perforating 
it with a long hatpin from a woman's old hat. Then, with extreme 
care, he rakes away the paper that wraps its nudity revealing its obscene 
tobacco. 
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Mask, 1964-73 

Nocturne, 1964-73 

A Camel Strip
tease, 1 964-73 
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michele zaza 

Euphoric Wreckage, 1973 
Made in June I 973, chis work's principal theme is the mechanized 
condition of existence. A pane of glass covered with dust hides an 
action as it is raking place, made visible by the progressive cleaning 
of the glass. The action, which is from time co time visualized, 
determines, however, the equivocation on the real or presumed 
existence of the reproduced image. 
The last sequence (the protagonist rewinding the dock) establishes an 
effective awareness of rhe (absurd) condition of rime itself and of the 
(heroic) uselessness of life. 
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Diffused Body and Mystica l Body 

What's happened in  rhe meanwhile? Well, by 1 975 rhe Amer-ican 
artists Chris Burden and Carolee Schneemann commanded an in
tensity that could counterbalance retreat from the fronts of polemic 
and sensationalism. The musicians Brian Eno, David Bowie and 
Mick Jagger turned their attentions entirely co the stage. And the 
Slavic artist Marina Abramovic (first alone, then with Ulay, and 
today alone again) has assured herself a place as one of the most 
notable representatives of Body An. 
The use of the body as a language for art was gradually abandoned 
by the protagonists of what I then referred to as "like stories." Thar's 
to say char artists like Giovanni Anselmo, John Baldessari, Joseph 
Beuys, Pierpaolo Calzolari, Terry Fox, Eliseo Mattiacci, Vector 
Pisani, Annette Messager, Hidetoshi Nagasawa, Dennis Oppen
heim, Giuseppe Penone, Richard Serra and Antonio Trotta revealed 
such stories to have been a question of temporarily measuring them
selves against the theme chat the moment presented. 
Some, like Ketty La Rocca and Michel Journiac, were to die quite 
shortly after the book's appearance. Ochers continued to pursue 
their work by way of a series of shifts and adjustments (actions 
were replaced by photos and drawings and at times by paintings) 
but without forsaking the themes of identity and self-concealment. 
I'm thinking here, for example, of Gilbert and George, Urs Luthi, 
Katharina Sieverding, Joan Jonas and Rebecca Horn, no less rhan 
of Gina Pane and Fabio Mauri. Pane and Mauri demand discus
sion in more specific terms, because of their subsequent career. 
Gina Pane-who unfortunately passed away in 1990-opted in  
as early as 198 1 to present partitions instead of actions. "Partitions" 
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in che sense of  dividing things up into constellations of forms, ma
terials and sounds, buc also in the sense of scores, as musical struc
tu res. She continued, essential ly, co develop her discourse on the 
use of the body as a language, bur chose to do so through differ
ent means. A further variation on the same theme: my body and 
yours. Walls-the screens on which life is projected-as well as 
the spaces before them were turned into si tes that hosted draw
ings, photos of the particulars of former actions, toys, and other 
vestigial presences. The body is no longer there. There's the evo
cation of the body. G ina Pane removed herself from the scene, bur 
in doing so expanded her body into the realm of the ethereal. The 
body as such has not disappeared, i t's missing. We encounter new 
spaces where absence asserrs itself. We look at the invisible; we look 
at the body's absence. In Saint Georges, for example, all chat re
mains of the martyr's body are his footsteps. Or, beccer, the enig-
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ma of the body remains. Red plush, photos of blood, shards of 
glass and also the bow are there on the waJI , but as well they are 
somewhere else. 
In La priere des pauvres et Les corps des Saints ( 1 989) we gaze at a 
great display, in nine vitrines, of objects symbolizing the bodies 
of saints. And we newly encounter the whole range of the inter
locking themes which were characteristic of Gina Pane's actions: 
existence and demise, che whole and the fragmentary, harmony 
and dissonance. We likewise encounter char netv,ork of memories 
and analogies which always accompanied her inventions. Here in 
this room, as we view its vitrines-charged with signs that can al
so be read as relics-calm defeats anxiety, and we truly experience 
the fine pointe de lame of those ceremonies to which Pane referred 
as "actions." This, perhaps, is her most essential action . It finds 
its origin in the absence of aH desire (or in l iberation from desire), 
and in a kind of rhythmic presence that coincides with its mate
rial and piccorial substance. The prayers of the poor and the bod
ies of the saints become transmuted at one and the very same rime 
into something both ethereal and marble-like. The paradox of arr. 
Gina Pane seals things up, but sharp pulsations and quick pre
sentiments find their way to the in terior of these vitrines, evok
ing halos around them: assumptions and precipitations, impuls
es and energies. Gina Pane is found both here and there-. in the realm 
of the body, and as well in a weightless otherwhere. 
From Ebrea ( 1 971 )  to Via Tasso ( 1 993) , Fabio Mauri has always 
constructed a theater of figures-with images that are also ap
paritions, and cwo- and three-fold scenic spaces-that directs its 
attention ro the themes of oppression and injustice. A number of 
elements are common to almost all of his performances: the in
dividual's condemnation to mortifying tasks; personal stories that 
open out into group scenes controlled by repeated gestures; com
plex superimpositions of times and spaces; the interpenetration of 

chorus and procagonisc. Within an atmosphere that's always charged 

with culcivaced references, Mauri conduces the spectator through 

a daedaJ of visions and hallucinations, and while doing so is al

ways ready co dwell on minor episodes and to illumi�ace zone� of 

obscurity, reveaJing aJI minor circu?'scances a�d callmg �ttennon 

co the frailest of indications. His acnons are neither exclus1vely car

naJ nor exclusively theatricaJ, if not in the sense of finding their 

"d · h 1·rat·ion that defines and lies at the heart of the-
gm e m  t e asp . . 

h I d. [ substance co shades. Maun might perhaps be 
acer: t e en mg o 
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La Fura dels Baus. 

Suz/o/Suz, 1985 

Stelarc. Cay 
Suspens,on, 1985 

Orlan. 

Omn,prese,,ce. 1993 
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Am + Cucher, 

Ken, 1995 

Marcel Li Antunez 

Roca, Epizoo, 1994 
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A Banquet/A 
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Jenny Holzer, 
Untitled 
(da Lusrmord), 

1993-94 

Cindy Sherman, 
Untitled 227, 1993 

Andres Serrano, 
The morgue. 1 992 
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described as a "dreamer of reason," in the words applied by Im
manuel Kant to the metaphysician who lives in a world of visions. 
Or perhaps he's on his way, with ever more rapid and vigorous steps, 
to the center of the soul. 

The nineties saw the spread (not only in the visual arcs buc also 
in cinema, licerature, cheater, fashion and ways oflife) of che phe
nomena of shifting identities, cechnologicaJ contaminations, and 
generally of hybridizations. Though now reduced to a mangled ap
pendage of a pose-human condition, co a fragment interfaced with 
ochers, co martyred or exulcanc flesh, grafted co prostheses of every 
kind and ever more orphaned of sexual or racial traits, che body 
made its return-at nearly chirry years of distance from the scan
dal (which it once had been) of Body An-as che sear and arbiter 
of mulciple identities. 
What mean�ng �an be found in living the _ex;e�ience, and so fer

vencly pursuing it, of the fractured persona11cy. Smee fractured per-
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sonali ties are probably what we're looking at. And whac do they 
have to do with arr? Or with whac Ronald D. Laing (remember 
Laing?) called "the divided self"? Are we faced wich so many bla
tant sadists and lubricious masochists who find their excitements 
in anguished vice, and their persuasion in ou tright terror? Perhaps. 
They elaborate figurative fantasies, both virtual and otherwise, on 
a theme that strikes fear into most of us: the limitless power of 
technology. Cassandras of catastrophes and imminent massacres, 
they pursue the moral strategy of the blow to the gut which leaves 
you breathless; t.hey aspire to a "heterodoxy of the heart." Deliv
ering dismay and discomfort, they make their exultant way ro the 
borders of impossibili ty, living the adventure of art as life as the 
re-exhumation of the self Examples can be found in the perfor
mances or spectacles of Franko 8. ,  Stelarc, Orlan, Marcel. U An
tunez Roca, Janine Amoni, La Fura dels Baus; but consider as well 
the images and researches on possible identities furnished by Cindy 
Sherman, the first writings on the skin of the body of Jenny Holz
er, the sculpcures of Louise Bourgeois and Robert Gober, the pho
tos of Andres Serrano and Nan Goldin, the images of Aziz + Cuch
er, or those of Inez van Lamsweede, or all of the work of Jana Scer
bak; and again, Marchew Barney and Shirin Neshac; and che pre
cursory Bruce Nauman. 
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Ron Athey, Suicide 
Obsession Tattoo 
Dream. 1996 

Matthew Barney, 
Cremasrer 4, 1995 

(Courtesy Fondation 

Cartier, Paris) 
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Jana S1erbak, 

D,scraccion. 1 992-96 

Cesare Fullone, 

Virus 2. 1998 



Yasumasa Morimura. 
Portrair /Queen and 

Dog/, 1991 

pp. 286-87 
Renee Cox. 
lo Mama Last 

Suppar, 1996 

Lea Yergine is the author of many books on contemporary art 
issues. Among them: Attraverso !'Arte I Pratica Politica, Arcana, 
Rome, 1976; L'Arte ritrovata, Rizzoli, Milan, 1982; L'Arte in 
gioco, Garzanci, Milan, 1988; Gli ultimi eccentrici, Rizzoli, 
Milan, 1 990; Arte in trincea, Skira, Milan, 1 996. 
She has curated a great number of exhibitions, among which: 
" Calera meta dell'Avanguardia", Milan, Palazzo Reale; Rome, 
Palazzo delle Esposizioni; Stockholm, Kulcurhuset ( 1 980-8 1 ) ;  
"Arte cinetica e programmata", Milan, Palazzo Reale 
( 1 983-84); "Geometrie dionisiache", Milan, Rotonda della 
Besana ( 1 988); "Quando i rifiuti divencano arte / Trash", 
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The terms of this imposing return to the coordinates of bod ily ex
perience-we're no longer deal ing wich the romanric and cultivated 
narcissism of rhe seventies, and instead are confron ted with fables 
of brutality, a longing for violent trauma, a delight in rhe atro
cious, a pain that smacks of a sacrificial rite to hold at bay rhe Grear 
Fear of Collective Death-make one think that this could be our 
present-day "gothic" genre: a genre of hallucinations and majes
tic infancility that discovers its vocation in oratory, couched in a 
syntax of del irium. Ir might also be a staging of the human be

ing's loss of the dimension of childhood. In that case, the appeal 

of the deciduous and the dream of a menacing creativity could be 

read as expressions of the difficulty of accepting one's own iden

tity, of the conflict between being and becoming, of the inabil ity 

to be what one knows one ought co be, which is to speak of rhe 

marurarion of a psychological and social identity. So, is it possi

ble here to talk about arr? Quire probably. The ceremonials of the 

stars of the tortured and humil iated body, no less than those of 

younger artists who attempt to communicate through paradox-
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Janiera Eyre, Cesare Fullone, Berry Bee, Marina Ballo Charmer, 
Gerd Holzwarth, Ocronella Mocel l in ,  Simon Cosr in,  and many 
orhers-show many of rhe fearures of arr, no marrer how disrorred: 
ficrion rhar rings wirh an air of aurhemiciry, for example, or the 
sublimarion of aurobiography, much as in the case of the lare Ro
mantic an of wh ich they are rhe final exrension. 
Wirh respect ro rhe an system and i rs art market, it's clear rhat 
most of these efforts remain unwieldy, herecical, and deviant. And 
deviance is never to be sneered ar. The same should be said of rhe 
residues of rhe notion of the Obermmsch, the Superman. Giulio 
Carlo Argan, an art hisrorian above all suspicion of a pred ilection 
for body-based conceptions of art, was once to wrire: " . . .  among 
Nietzsche's various inebriations, the image of the artist-as-body was 
far from the most deleterious." 

The use of the body as a language has rerurned ro the scene of the 
world around us in new and different forms, and ic speaks ch rough 
altered declinations. The body as triumphant, immolated, diffused, 
p ropagated, dramatic, and tragic. The political, social, and mys
tic body. The body as the site of the extreme. The body as hu
mani ry's most ancient instrument for speaking hie et mmc. By way 
of tattoos, piercings, and citations of tribalism. Through manip
ulations of its organs. The instrument that speaks and communi
cates without the word, or sounds, or drawings. The body as a ve
hicle, once again, for declaring opposition to the dominant cul
ture, but also of desperare conformism. 
Let's look at an action by the Californian artist Ron Athey, The 

Solar Anus ( I  998), an homage to the Surrealist writer George 
BataiUe. An almost entirely tattooed body, a black sun raying from 
its anal zone, which instead of giving issue to feces pours out streams 
of pearls and aureoles ofl ight. A side-show fit for a circus, an eigh
teenth-century street decor, an exhibition of masochistic narcis
sism? All of that. And also, we can add, a regression to infantili
ty. But what if we also witness the birth of a sinister delight and 
an air of fable in the midst of the grotesque and pathetic? What 
if the officiant, as he seems to be, in the course of this 11011 mori 
sed pati slowly raises a golden crown to his head, and thus secs off.
while performing an event which we see as demented and abject
a sudden flash of happiness, and a poetry chat l ives in the mini
mal gestures and episodes of utterly minor situations, a poetry made 
of tiny nothings char make one aware of something else (just as 
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happens with An)? Surely that must mean that the pathology is 
interrupted, and i t's ready to be mediated by cultu re. 
Another extreme example of the last ren years: Manhew Barney. 
Barney is a figure of unparalleled ambiguity and we see h im in  his 
films as a masqueraded humanoid with the extremities of fauns 
or angels. Whether the coupling which produced this hybrid iza
tion took place with a cherub or an animal is in fact quire d i ffi
cul t  to say. What is his fable about? About shifting identity? Him 
too? Yes, h im too. He also adds something grandiose and Wag
nerian to his indecipherability. He functions as the Narrator. I rony 
too is a part of the cunning with which he blends the surgeon's 
instruments with lyric opera, dance, myrh, science fiction, tran
sexuality, transvestism, Houdini the magician and Ursula Andress, 
Bob Wilson and the Rococo. He serves a meal that's spiced with 
artifice, ornament and rhetorical i l luminations; visual materials 
which are fast and violent, a snatch of Watteau, an odor of Green
away, all for a panoply of phantasmagorical surprises. 
After seeing his films one finds oneself dumbfounded, immersed 
in a cold delight, as well as in the grips of a kind of intel lectual 
terror. (But isn't that what's supposed to happen on witnessing a 
work that goes beyond its medium?) 
The "portraits" of Yasumasa Morimura are finally the apex, hy
perbole and coronation of the notions of mimicry and camouflage. 
At a point equidistant from Hoffmann's princess, Cardinal Pirelli 
and Jeremy Irons as he imitates Madame Butterfly, the Japanese 
artist throws limitless expertise into recreating the quintessential 
western woman, while never relinquishing oriental folly or Pre
raphaelite decadence. Morimura is a master of linguistic games: 
his masquerades present themselves as calibrated marvels of exac
titude and precise philological annotation. 
Do we have ro be reminded that disguise is a question of adopt

ing a confusing appearance for the purpose of deceit, and that mim

icry is a kind of disappearance, a fictional cancellation of one's own 

specific craits? Or char intimidation is a demonstrative action that 

tends ro incite a groundless terror? These are the terms of the ef

forcs of Jana Srerbak, always deployed in communications which 

are no less concise than ferocious and aseptic: from the garment 

made of carters of flesh ro rhe woman's undershirt that bears the 

hair of a male chesr. Scerbak's compositions make use of a three

toned register: a terrorise didaccicism, a deliciously argumentative 

nonsense, and an ice-cold rage. 
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A final note. These figures are h ighly bizarre and extremely vari
ous, and beyond all rule, and where do we put them? Bur don't 
they seem, in any case, to be most related to the Blaise Pascal ,  ar
dent and disrurbed, who pondered the agony of Christ, and with 
pass ion and tenderness explored the mystery of pain-rather than 
to count as fu rther descendants of the genius and derangement of 
Artaud or Baudelaire? Ir might well be rhar we're here in the pres
ence of a mode of religious experience, and that chis is something 
of which these people feel the need. Gina Pane, Fabio Mauri, Renee 
Cox, Ron Athey, Catherine Opie, Pierre and Gilles and many och
ers l ikewise open by-ways char could lead to such a conjecrure. 
Our though rs on the mystic shouldn't reduce co the image of the 
scylice. As Emile Cioran reminds us, we can think of the mystic 
as a rebel-as a rebel by vocarion--or as a daring combatant who 
is often heretical and paradox.ical with respect co questions of faith, 
but forever unrivaled in the passion for self-infl icted torture. (Pas
sio as suffering and passio as passion, which in any case sins against 
natural order.) The mystic, in short, can be thought of as an in
cendiary temperament and personal i ty. 
Virtuosos of disorder and hungry for afflictions of any and every 
kind, mystics-like persons who display the subjection of their bod
ies to cruel and invasive devices, or who revel in virtual fantasies 
of such self-inflicted pains-destroy themselves in order newly to 
find themselves. Our authors desire, through finding themselves, 
co turn into a crowd, and co do so they create and give themselves 
the use of other bodies and other faces. They thus, finally, pay a 
visit co the world of the saints and victims, exploring and prolonging 
its seductions. So, the body is a mystical body. But mysticism has 
always found the body co lie at its point of origin. It is first of all 
a physical experience: a source of fluids, of blood, of humors, o f  
various waters that flow, coagulate, and again grow liquid. The re
lationship with God-Christian, Hebrew or Muslim-bums with 
fire and liquefies like wax. The soul cannibalizes the body in which 
it lives, sucks it in like breath, swallows it into its stomach, sates 
itself on its substance. Nothing is more physical than the p ractice 
of mysticism . 

. Lea �rgine, January 2000 
Translation by Henry Martin 
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